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Mobile Quarrying & Recycling Equipment Feature story

The first Liebherr PR
766 Generation 8 dozer
arrives in the UK

The first Liebherr PR 766 Generation 8 dozer has recently
arrived on UK shores and has entered service within the
Liebherr Rental Ltd fleet. The PR 766 replaces the older
version of this model and is now configured with an elevated
sprocket design similar to the one found on the World’s largest
hydrostatic drive dozer, the PR 776.
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Class leading torque figures and fuel efficiency.
As with all Liebherr dozers the PR 766 is driven by Liebherr’s
powerful and fuel-efficient hydrostatic transmission which
provides a combination of class leading torque figures and
fuel efficiency. Independent drive motors for each track
provide Infinitely variable travel drive allowing the tractor to
remain under full power and able to make the sharpest of
turns even under full load.
Powered by a 16.2 litre, Stage V, Liebherr diesel engine which
delivers 490hp, the hydrostatic drive keeps the engine speed
at a constant level with the driving speed controlled
continuously and automatically depending on the required
tractive force. All drive train components and the intelligent
Liebherr engine management are optimally adapted to this
speed, which contributes in a major way towards reduced fuel
consumption. With fuel now becoming a bigger issue each
and every day, Liebherr customers are certainly seeing that
the combination of fuel-efficient engine and hydrostatic
transmissions are the key to lowering operator’s fuel useage.
The operating weight of the tractor tops out at 54.5 tonnes,
almost 10% more than its main competitor, which means
there is more capability for dozing and ripping operations. The
transmission provides the tractor with class leading drawbar
pull of 694kN which drops to 106kN at the tractor’s maximum
speed of 9km/h.
The Generation 8 Liebherr cab features a range
of improvements.
Access to the cab, like many dozers of this size, is a good
climb. Handrails and access steps are good and very robust to
get you onto the track and all the way up to the area around
the cab. Wide and non-slip with sturdy handrails, the platform
gives the operator easy access right around the cab to clean
windows and maintain the 360° camera system, lights, and
beacons. The inside of the Generation 8 Liebherr cab features
a range of improvements over the previous model. Increased
sound suppression and dampening reduces transmission and
engine noise within the cab. The angled seat gives a good
view to both the front and rear of the tractor’s blade and
ripper and requires less movement from the operator in the
seat. The instrument layout is straightforward and easy to use
with all controls falling easily to hand. Integrated ROPS
ensures there are no blind spots from the seat and means the
interior of the cab benefits from more natural light. Even with
the large walkways surrounding the cab, the view from the
seat is excellent. The central console houses the full-colour
touch screen allowing the operator to monitor and change
machine parameters. A premium Isri seat offers a huge range
of movement to suit any operator and comes as standard
along with other in-cab comforts such as a hands-free and
Bluetooth system, air conditioning and cool box. Additional
LED lighting on the outside of the cab comes complete with a
timed system for the operator to enter or exit the machine
safely in darker conditions. An additional, sturdy, steel cab
canopy prevents damage from falling objects. To meet
quarrying regulations a back-up alarm and blue strobes also
come in the additional Liebherr specification.
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When it comes to the business end the Rental PR 766 has
been specified with a 13.6m3 semi-U blade which measures
4.32m wide and almost 2m in height. The blade sports
additional wear plates and heavy-duty cutting edges. A 17m3
U-blade is also available as an option for load and carry
operations with lighter materials. The rear of the tractor can
be supplied with either a single or multi-shank ripper. The
single shank option on the UK based machine gives a
practical ripping depth of almost a metre. The ripper comes
complete with a hydraulic pin pusher making it easier and
safer to alter the shank length and also has its own LED light
fitted. The ripper frame also holds the fast fuel filler point and
remote greasing points.
Maintenance is performed every 500 hours with daily checks
conducted remotely from the comfort of the cab. Remote fuel
filling from ground level has also been included to remove as
much working at height as possible.
First time for Stokey Plant Hire.
The first customer for the new PR 766 G8 was Telford based
Stokey Plant Hire who has historically been a customer of
Caterpillar for its larger dozers but with the new PR 766
entering the Liebherr Rental fleet
Stokey jumped at the chance to take
the machine on a long-term hire.

The task was the production of high-quality building sand at
one of Tarmac’s quarries in Nottinghamshire. Experienced
operator Stuart Kahler was the man entrusted with ripping
and pushing the material into a stockpile allowing the quarry
to screen the material ready for delivery. Whilst out of the
ground the sand is relatively soft and lightweight, in the
ground it is totally the opposite - hard packed and abrasive.
Stuart’s task was ripping and pushing an existing face with all
work carried out downhill. The area,
approximately 100m² was ripped down the

slope then across at about 40 degrees to break up the
material as much as possible before the tractor was turned to
face down the slope and push the material to the quickly
growing pile at the bottom. With material quickly piling up in
front of the blade the Liebherr just dug in and pushed with
extraordinarily little change in speed and performance despite
pushing a large wave of material before it.
Stuart has previously used a D9T to undertake this job
however after a week of using the Liebherr was happy to say
that this was the best tractor he has operated; “I have been
on everything from a D6 size to D11 size from the big
manufacturers and this tractor has really impressed me. I have
operated a smaller Liebherr before and that was good. This is
even better. It will out-push and out-rip the last tractor I used
on this job. It is also far more comfortable and so far, is using
at least 12 litres of fuel an hour less than the D9 was. In my
books that is a big saving on fuel with an increase in
production.”
It was easy to see why Stuart rates the new dozer as full
blade after full blade was pushed with ease.
Quarry Manager Bryn Kidby was also overly impressed by the
dozer’s production rates; “We usually get Stokey in for a
month twice a year to provide us with sufficient reserves. The
way Stuart is performing we could possibly knock a few days
off that programme.”
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IT DOESN’T JUST MEASURE VALUES.
IT HAS VALUES.
THE 6X®. AVAILABLE NOW!
The VEGAPULS 6X: A radar level sensor that is not only technically perfect,
it also takes the user into account. It’s easy to set up and at home in virtually
any process or industrial environment. Made by a company that bases its
decisions on values that are good for everybody.

VEGA. HOME OF VALUES.
www.vega.com/radar
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Cost-effective
production from
Rokbak’s RA40
The RA40 – the biggest articulated hauler
manufactured by Rokbak – is designed to meet
the demands of the most extreme operations.
This robust machine excels at delivering costeffective production at large-scale construction
projects, quarries and mines.
Rokbak specialises in articulated haulers – and with a
maximum payload of 38 tonnes (41.9 tons), the RA40 is the
biggest one it manufactures. From the interior of the cab to
the design of the chassis, this durable machine has been
created to perform in some of the most challenging
applications. The RA40 boasts a heaped capacity of 23.0 m3
(30.3 yd3) and is powered by a fuel-efficient Scania DC13
engine that develops gross power of 331 kW (444 hp) and a
maximum torque of 2,255 Nm (1,663 lbf ft). The RA40’s fuelefficient engine range is globally emissions compliant and
meets the requirements of North American legislation. For the
European market, Rokbak offers the RA40 with the latest EU
Stage V emissions-compliant engine, boasting up to 7%
improvement in fuel efficiency compared to older EU Stage IV
engines.
Rokbak’s skilled engineers have ensured that the RA40’s
drivetrain is perfectly matched to the engine, thanks to
automatic adaptive shifting capabilities and a pre-selected
two-speed transfer box, along with longitudinal and limitedslip transverse differential locks. All of this helps the
articulated hauler to deliver excellent performance and
productivity, whatever the application.
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Doing more with less
Other key performance features of the RA40 include great
traction and an effective power-to-weight ratio, which ensures
material is moved as quickly as possible in all conditions. With
this functionality, customers can achieve maximum
productivity at a minimal cost. Reducing operational costs
even further, as well as enhancing safety, are the force-cooled
multi-disc brakes. Supported by an electronically activated
exhaust brake and a six-stage modulating transmission
retarder, the RA40 benefits from longer brake component
lifecycles.

longer periods between maintenance and prolonged hydraulic
component lifecycles. In fact, the RA40 can go 4,000 hours
between hydraulic fluid maintenance periods, which reduces
the need for disposable maintenance materials over the
hauler’s lifetime.
Comfortable and convenient
Although the RA40 is robust and durable, this doesn’t come at
the expense of operator comfort. The machine has a spacious,
ergonomically designed cab with pressurised properties, which
ensures operators are comfortable when behind the wheel.
Acoustic insulation helps to minimise noise levels inside the
cab while a high performance and easily adjusted heating,
ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) system ensures a
stable temperature. Other features that help to deliver a
comfortable work environment include a tilt/telescopic
steering wheel, an adaptive air suspension operator’s seat
with adjustable armrests, anti-vibration mounts for the engine
and cab, and cushioned stops on the steering cylinders.
For safe, easy servicing, the RA40 has ground-level test points,
a fully tilting cab and an electronically raised hood that
provides safe and easy access to the drivetrain components. A
full suite of on-dash diagnostic and machine health check data
maximises uptime by reducing intervention time. This includes
prognostics for the transmission whereby the operator can
immediately check the health of the component, including
fluid level, fluid life, filter life, clutch life and more. Again, this
reduces intervention time, boosting uptime for owners.
Maximised uptime with Haul Track

The Allison HD4560 transmission boasts high-performance oil
and up to 6,000 hours between service intervals. In addition to
all of this, the machine has magnetic suction filters, which
reduce the risk of contaminants entering the hydraulic system.
This helps to maximise uptime through cleaner hydraulic oil,

The RA40’s engine is linked to Rokbak’s Haul Track telematics
system, which allows customers to have complete visibility
and control of the hauler. They can access machine GPS
location and tracking together with a range of downloadable
daily performance reports such as machine hours worked,
engine speed, idle time and system fault code alerts. This helps
customers to plan maintenance more efficiently and maximise
uptime. Measuring productivity also reduces the risk of
machinery misuse, prolonging component lifecycles.
RA40 specifications
Maximum payload

38 tonne (41.9 ton)

Heaped capacity

23.0 m3 (30.3 yd3)

Gross power

331 kW (444 hp)
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Tarmac orders UK’s
first battery electric mixer truck
Tarmac has placed an order with Renault
Trucks for the first battery electric mixer truck
in the UK as part of the company’s commitment
to net zero.

centre of gravity, improving stability. The speed of the drum
rotation is also computer-controlled to optimise energy
consumption for loading, unloading and transit of different
types of mix.

Due to be delivered in Autumn 2022, the electric mixer will be
immediately put to work at Tarmac’s Washwood Heath site in
Birmingham, supplying essential construction materials to
customers across the West Midlands.

Andrew Scott, head of electric mobility at Renault Trucks, said:
“We’re delighted to partner with TVS Group to bring the first
electric concrete mixer into the Tarmac fleet. Work began on
this vehicle as part of their Supplier Innovation Challenge last
year, and it is very exciting that it will soon enter service
bringing a range of concrete products to Tarmac’s customers.

The UK’s leading sustainable construction solutions business
is working with Renault Trucks and Total Vehicle Solutions
(TVS) to develop the next generation of mixers, with
ambitions for their eventual widespread use across its urban
operations. As Tarmac procures 100 per cent of its site
electricity from clean energy sources – wind, solar and hydro
power only – the new vehicle will operate as a carbon neutral
solution.

“We welcome Tarmac’s commitment to bring more fully
electric vehicles into its operations, which reflects the
company’s ambition to decarbonise its vehicle fleet and its
confidence in Renault Trucks and TVS to bring innovative zero
carbon emissions solutions into service.”

In addition to making the transition to zero tailpipe emissions,
EV mixers reduce noise and vibration, while contributing to
improving air quality, particularly when operating in urban
areas and low and zero emissions zones.

The design of the vehicle has been developed following
successful collaboration last year through Tarmac’s Supplier
Innovation challenge and Supplier Sustainability Week, which
saw suppliers working to find solutions to accelerate the
industry’s progress to reach net zero.

By utilising telematics information available for its fleet
activity, the design team has been able to match the normal
delivery profile of a truck to the indicative range of 120km
and the power draw from the mixer drum in transit and
discharge. The truck will have the ability to fast charge within
1.5 – 2 hours if needed and has a 265kWh battery with a
guarantee of up to 10 years operation.

Kevin Walker, technical director at TVS, said: “TVS is excited to
partner with Renault Trucks in bringing the first electric
concrete mixer to the Tarmac fleet. This initial solution uses a
hydraulic system, with the full electric drive expected to be
released in 2023. The project has proudly been supported by
Scottish Enterprise, and the electric concrete mixer will be
manufactured in Motherwell, Scotland.

John Anderson, logistics director at Tarmac, said: “This order
marks the first practical step towards a whole fleet transition
to electric mixers and demonstrates our commitment to lead
by example as we continue to turn our net zero ambitions
into actions.

TVS and McPhee Mixers have worked hard to develop a more
efficient and sustainable mixer solution. This is a significant
milestone for TVS and our McPhee Mixer brand, and we look
forward to working closely with Renault Trucks in expanding
the Tarmac fleet as they commit to bringing more innovative
zero-carbon solutions into service.”

“One of Tarmac’s key sustainability goals is to be at the
forefront of implementing low CO2 transport and logistics
solutions, and this shows us doing exactly that. We’re looking
forward to serving our customers across the West Midlands
with this fully electric truck in the autumn.
The 26 tonne Renault Trucks E-Tech D Wide will come with
enhanced safety features, as the batteries provide a lower

Tarmac operates one of the largest HGV fleets in the UK, and
this order comes as part of the company’s wider strategy to
decarbonise its vehicle network, following its commitment to
upgrade its 2,000-strong fleet of corporate cars and vans to
EVs by 2030.
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Terex® Finlay announces company
rebrand celebrating their “Strong
Heritage, Strong Future”
Northern Ireland based Terex Finlay has
announced a rebrand of the business to update
and refresh its image based on its traditional
core values and future strategies. The business
is to rebrand globally as ‘Finlay’ to include a
new logo, slogan and a new house style for its
marketing collateral.
Global Business Line Director, Matt Dickson explained that the
rebrand is part of an on-going drive for improvement, growth
and innovation across the business. “Our founder, John Finlay
pioneered the concept of mobile screening equipment and his
name has been iconic in the industry with a reputation built
upon reliability and performance for over 65 years. In the past
decade we have implemented an aggressive growth strategy
focused on the delivery of the most comprehensive range of
tracked equipment on the market today along with the
infrastructure to support the machines globally.”
He continues, “Our product offering will forever evolve and
expand to meet the needs of our customers. We already offer
an extensive array of machines powered by hybrid technology
and in the coming years we will further develop hybrid and
electric powered equipment through our product road map
based on the ‘voice of customer’ feedback that we have
received.”

Matt goes on to say that, “Aftersales service support
and the deployment of digitalisation solutions to
support this is key to ensure we remain at the top of
our industry. Through extensive market research with
our dealers, partners and customers, we realised the
importance of developing our brand identity to
reflect our history, success and status in the global
market for tomorrow’s customer. Adopting the
new Finlay logo, offers a fresh and modern
approach, yet familiar with our extensive history.
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The new slogan “Strong Heritage, Strong Future” reflects on
the strength and depth of our heritage, which encompasses
the attributes in our products such as innovation, performance
and reliability, complimented by the service and support
associated with our dealer network. The strength within the
future of the brand, advocates our future strategies across
product and geographical development, operational
improvements and support services.’’

News
‘’The rebrand will include a full suite of internal and external
marketing material, refreshed social media and digital
channels, integrated into a modernised and refreshed website.
The new identity has been purposefully designed to be
adaptable across both traditional, and new digital
communication platforms. We are well placed for the future,
focused on continuing our growth and strengthening our
brand. Our bold, new identity is a visual signifier of our
position as one of the world’s leading crushing, screening and
conveying manufacturers and we are excited to deploy our
products and services for the years ahead,” commented Neil
McIlwaine, Business Development and Marketing Director.

EDGE
Innovate
appoints Red
Knight 6 Ltd
as new dealer
EDGE Innovate, manufacturers of
leading equipment for the
recycling, material handling and
quarrying industries have
appointed Red Knight 6 Ltd (RK6)
as their exclusive distributor for
England and Wales with
immediate effect.

Northern Ireland based EDGE Innovate
design and distribute a range of shredders,
trommels and stackers around the world
and have appointed RK6 with a view to
replicating their international success in the
UK. RK6 are distributors of world leading
crushing, screening and recycling
equipment for the quarrying, demolition
and waste recycling industries throughout
the UK & Ireland and currently partner with
Rubble Master, Komplet and MDS amongst
others.
“We have been looking for a partner that
will work with us on a long term basis and
help drive greater sales throughout the UK.
The experience RK6 has and the way they
want to work with their partners fits
perfectly with what we are looking for to
grow our UK business,” said Tom Connolly,
EDGE Innovate, Territory Sales Manager.
“The EDGE Innovate product range
compliments the brands we already work
with perfectly. We recognise the opportunity
for EDGE Innovate in the UK is a huge one
and we look forward to delivering similar
success to that already seen by our other
partners. We can’t wait to get started,” said
Paul Donnelly, Managing Director of RK6.
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CMS Cepcor open new service centre
The CMS Cepcor Group are
delighted to have secured a
further site in Coalville to
expand their operations.
The new 3.2 Acre site including
50,000 ft² of industrial buildings is
situated within 1 Mile of their
current Global HQ, Parts Centre,
Technical Centre (Manufacturing),
and existing Service Facility. The
new premises are earmarked to
house their new service
headquarters, allowing for further
expansion of all areas of the group’s
activities at their three existing
operating Coalville sites.
Group CEO, Matthew Weare
commented “after another record
year for the business, this is a
fantastic acquisition, securing our
long-term future in Coalville and
giving a superb platform for further
growth and employment
opportunities”. Further
development is planned on the new
site with operations transferring
during 2023.

Warwick Ward are the new Keestrack
dealer for Scotland
Warwick Ward, already Keestrack dealer for
England and Wales since 2019, have been
awarded the Keestrack dealership in Scotland.
“Due to their success in a highly competitive market in
England and Wales, Warwick Ward was the obvious choice”
says CEO Frederik Hoogendoorn. “Warwick Ward have the
drive and professionalism to bring the highly efficient and
innovative Keestrack equipment to market. Backed up with
great after sales service and spare & wear parts. This was the
reason they received the Most Improved Dealer of 2021”
Hoogendoorn continues.
Ashley Ward, Joint MD of Warwick Ward had the following to
say about the extension of their Keestrack dealership. “We see
the features and benefits of the Keestrack mobile crushers and
screeners as a unique selling point as their drive systems and
design of their equipment ensure the lowest costs per
produced ton at the end user. Whether customers chose the
electric plug-in e-drive, with an onboard diesel/gen set as back
up, or the conventional diesel/hydraulic drive system, either
way they know they have chosen the most energy efficient
mobile equipment on the market. Advising our customer on
which drive systems and which options to choose is the task
of our highly trained salesmen”.
Warwick Ward (machinery) Ltd. can provide and support the full range of crushing and screening equipment from Keestrack,
including jaw, impact and cone crushers and scalper and classifier screeners, all in stock and ready for delivery.
www.warwick-ward.com/keestrack
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News

UNTHA UK awarded
‘Leading Light’
prestige in national
tech list

Enva officially opens
Ash Recycling Plant

Marcus Brew

(left to right) - Les Spiteri (Laplace Solutions), Scott Newport (Head of Technical and
Commodities, Enva), Mhairi Black (MP for Paisley and Renfrewshire South), Michelle
Scott (Operations Director, Enva), Laurie Clark (Managing Director ASCH), John Stewart
(Director, ASCH), Mags MacLaren (Ward Councillor, Paisley Northwest)

Mhairi Black, MP for Paisley and Renfrewshire
South, has officially opened Enva’s new £1.5
million Ash Recycling Plant in Paisley, Scotland.

Industrial shredder manufacturer UNTHA
UK has been listed in the prestigious Digital
Enterprise Top 100 list for the third
consecutive year. And for 2022, the
Boroughbridge-headquartered firm has also
received esteemed ‘Leading Light’
recognition as a top ten performer.
The initiative seeks to identify companies leading the
way in digital innovation, transformation, and resilience,
before sharing their stories across the UK and
internationally to drive and inspire success amongst
others.
The accolade – which follows a detailed written
submission and judging process – reflects UNTHA UK’s
six-figure investment in an ever-evolving Microsoft
Dynamics solution. The technology has proven
transformational throughout every department in the fast
growth business, with judges particularly drawn to the
efficiency, productivity and data intelligence benefits
achieved.
But as UNTHA UK’s data analyst Sharon Annat explained,
colleague morale and customer satisfaction has rocketed
too: “While our continued push for better has had a
crucial impact on our products and processes, it has also
proven to be a key driver for the fulfilment of our people.
“A strong grasp of business intelligence and
management information, coupled with improved
collaboration between departments, has translated into
better customer experience, higher satisfaction levels,
repeat business and reputational growth in a really
crowded market. And we couldn’t be prouder.”

This unique facility treats up to 20,000 tonnes a year of fly ash
from biomass and Energy from Waste (EfW) facilities. The ash,
which would previously have been destined for disposal in
hazardous landfill sites, is washed to remove contaminants and
then combined with other materials to create a sustainable,
concrete product.
To deliver its ash recycling solution, Enva has partnered with
Anglo Scottish Concrete Holdings (ASCH) - a long-established
concrete and aggregate supply company. Both companies
share an ambition to be at the forefront of circular economy
and are working to replace quarried aggregates with recovered
materials.
Commenting on the opening Mhairi Black, MP for Paisley and
Renfrewshire South, said: “Enva’s ash recycling plant showcases
how Scottish businesses are innovating and driving the
development of the circular economy. In addition to the clear
environmental benefits, investment in these sustainable
technologies creates jobs and helps to support local economies.
This is only the start of the journey and I look forward to seeing
how this exciting facility develops over the coming months and
years.”
Enva’s CEO, Tom Walsh, also commented saying: “The
environmental benefits of recycling fly ash are compelling.
Every tonne of recycled aggregate produced by this plant
reduces demand for quarried materials by the same amount
and working with ASCH can offset 200-300kg of virgin material
in every tonne of concrete manufactured.
In addition to the clear benefits of reducing waste to landfill
the use of this recycled product enables construction companies
to utilise secondary resources with comparable characteristics
and qualities to those of virgin materials.
Providing a solution that manages waste near to its point of
production also has clear benefits. Reducing the associated
haulage has saved an estimated 950,000kg of CO2.”

Managing director Marcus Brew added: “Following a
consecutive year of 25%+ growth , we’re recouping the
value of our investments more than ever, and look
forward to pushing for £17m turnover this year. A special
thanks must be extended to our partners Spark365,
Scriba PR and The Bigger Boat too.”

Enva recently received confirmation from SEPA (Scottish
Environment Protection Agency) that it has upgraded the
classification of the recycled aggregate from a ‘deregulated
material’ to full ‘end of waste’ status. Significantly, this helps to
market and position the product alongside its virgin
counterparts.

As well as attending the celebratory event on 16 June –
which saw the 2022 Digital Enterprise Top 100 list
unveiled in central Leeds – Marcus also took to the stage
to speak to fellow delegates, industry partners and
policymakers about the company’s digital journey to
date.

In parallel, Enva is also working closely with local construction
companies to supply a new sand replacement product for
several applications which will further help to reduce the
carbon footprint from quarried materials and their
transportation.
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AGG PRO and Tesab join forces
Quarrying and recycling specialists Agg
Pro have announced that they have been
awarded the exclusive distribution rights
for Central England, Southern England
and Wales for the Tesab range of
crushers, screeners and stackers.
In addition, Agg Pro offer the only official source for
genuine Tesab spares within the same regions.
Based in Northern Ireland, Tesab design, build and
deliver robust and reliable aggregate crushing and
screening equipment for the mining, quarrying,
infrastructure and construction and demolition
recycling industries.
Since its start in 1992, Tesab’s reputation for
producing mobile and highly reliable equipment has
grown and today their crushers, screeners & stackers
are found around the globe contributing to the success of projects and sites across multiple applications.
Geoff Caves, Managing Director at Agg Pro commented; “When you think Tesab, you think of longevity, power and reliability in
crushing and screening equipment. Their machines really are built to last.”
“We are proud to be exclusive dealers for the Tesab range. These really are great times for Agg-Pro and all of our customers.”
Commenting on the announcement, Ben Frettsome, Vice President at Tesab said; “Agg-Pro set the bar for service and after sales
support. Their technical knowledge and hunger to always get the job done separates them from the competition.
“Combine this with the ever-increasing range of Tesab crushing and screening equipment and it’s a recipe for success that we
are overjoyed to be a part of.”
More details including the full range of Tesab products can be found at www.agg-pro.com/tesab

VEGA officially open their new building
After a ‘slightly COVID delayed’ build and hand-over, it meant the
official opening had to be slightly delayed too. Fortunately this
also coincided with the 40th anniversary of the founding of VEGA
UK, so a celebration was well overdue!
On May the 25th 2022, guests from all over the UK, Ireland and
Germany were welcomed to the new UK headquarters, with the
event beginning with a welcome reception in the new training
and demonstration areas. The building, named Metior House, was
officially declared open and the ribbon cut by Isabel Grieshaber
the CEO of VEGA Grieshaber KG and Ray Tregale the UK
Managing Director.
After an enjoyable lunch and music in the new cafe, guests
toured the building, sampling products, as well as learning about
the varied industries that VEGA are engaged in. It was then
followed by an evening gala dinner with music and
entertainment.
Managing Director Ray Tregale said, “Along with our exciting
product portfolio, this high quality building is our vision and
investment for the long term. We have carefully designed a
spacious office, service centre, flexible training and seminar
facility for generations to come.” He added, “It demonstrates our
ongoing commitment to support our colleagues, product users
and engineers from all industries.”

Isabel Grieshaber VEGA CEO and Ray Tregale UK MD cutting
the ribbon to declare the building open

Metior House is located in a beautiful area of East Sussex
countryside, yet within easy range of Gatwick airport, the M25
and railway connections to London. For motorists there is plenty
of parking and EV charging available on site.
This award-winning, carbon-neutral building features ample
working space to provide support and service for everyone.
“We’re already busy hosting seminars and training courses for all
types businesses, the feedback has been excellent, we’re looking
forward to welcoming many more people here.” Ray concluded.
Web: www.vega.com/uk Email: info.uk@vega.com Call: 01444 870055
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SIMPLE SOLUTION
BIG SAVINGS
Reducing CO2 emissions by up to 17% make hybrid excavators a more
environmentally respectful choice, especially when working in built-up areas.
The Volvo EC300E Hybrid is the perfect partner for general construction
SURMHFWV6DYHIXHOORZHUHPLVVLRQVDQGERRVWWKHSUR¿WDELOLW\RI\RXU
operation. Built by Volvo, supported by SMT GB. Trust in the full
support and back-up for the life-time of your machine.

SMT GB
Duxford, Cambridge CB22 4QX
Telephone: 03301755586

www.smt.network/gb

Mobile Quarrying & Recycling Equipment Feature story

ECL’s Focus on a Green
Future with Kobelco

As the UK sets ambitious carbon emission
reduction targets, the onus is on all sectors of
the industry to look at ways in which they can
reduce their carbon footprint. Leading Civil
Engineering firm, ECL, have been on a journey
with their mobile plant supplier, Molson
Equipment, to dramatically reduce the
environmental impact of their fleet.
Its focus to reduce emissions by 78% by 2035 compared to
1990 levels, is one of the world’s most bold climate change
targets and is part of the governments bid to reach net zero
carbon emissions by 2050.
The construction industry has a huge impact on the UK’s
overall emission levels. According to a study by government

industry support group, Innovate UK, the construction,
operation and maintenance of the built environment accounts
for 45% of total UK carbon emissions.
It is imperative that the industry looks at every opportunity to
reduce its impact on the environment sooner rather than later,
not just because these targets are enshrined in law but also
because our environment demands it.
Molson has taken on the move to reduce and eliminate carbon
dioxide emissions where possible and as part of its ‘Green
Agenda’, has been working alongside customers such as
Bedfordshire based civil engineering and groundworks
contractor, ECL, to try and help reduce the total carbon
emissions and environmental impact of their plant fleet.
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As a longstanding customer, the ECL team has looked to
rationalise its mixed machine fleet which boasts more than
one hundred excavators of various sizes and capabilities.
When Molson first began working with ECL it soon became
apparent that as a part of its social responsibility there was a
determination to set in motion a process that would ensure a
reduction in the firm’s carbon footprint.

in at over 2.5kg per litre of diesel, the advantages in replacing
those aging machines with Kobelco excavators is obvious.
By taking on one of the most fuel-efficient excavators on the
market (the Kobelco SK210LC-10E with a fuel economy of
around 10 litres per hour), to replace the 40 or so 20t
machines in its fleet, the ECL team has already taken a step
forward in reaching its carbon footprint reduction goal.
Merely by swapping its fleet to the fuel sipping Kobelco brand,
it stands to save around 8 litres of fuel per hour on each
machine (around 8,000 litres each year). Multiply that saving
out across their fleet now standing at over 200 Kobelco
excavators, the savings in fuel and carbon emissions become
truly significant.
And with the UK Government ready to restrict the entitlement
to use red diesel and rebated biofuels from April 2022, that
benefit becomes an obvious financial gain too.
But the ECL team has not been content with just making these
initial great strides. It has pushed the environmental boundary
by beginning the roll out of Kobelco SK210HLC-10E hybrid
excavators, machines which offer even better fuel performance
and a smaller carbon footprint because of it.

That determination mirrored Molson’s own burgeoning
commitment to ensuring it works to the highest environmental
and sustainable standards achievable. Both firms realised that
by working together they could help one another reach
beyond their initial individual goals to become environmental
leaders in the construction plant sector.
It is a journey that the two companies are taking in tandem
and from the first tentative steps, that relationship is
developing into a movement that could prove to be a gamechanger for the sector.
Initial discussions were around replacing the older units in its
fleet with more fuel-efficient Kobelco machines. On average a
20t machine uses around 18 litres of fuel per hour and runs for
1000 hours each year. With carbon dioxide emissions weighing
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The new Kobelco machines features a lithium-ion battery that
powers the electric swing motor as well as assists the engine
during heavy operation. This helps reduce the load on the
engine as well as improve fuel efficiency.
The lithium-ion battery uses the braking energy generated
during deacceleration to recharge itself, giving power
availability as the swing accelerates.
Such is the power of this battery that it can add as much as
25kW to the output of the engine during
high-load operation (the equivalent
additional power output to that of a 5t
excavator engine). This power is then
recharged through the generator motor
during low-load operation.

Mobile Quarrying & Recycling Equipment Feature story

And with a warranty period for the battery, swing motor,
generator motor and inverter of the hybrid
system of 5 years (or 10,000 hours), it is a system that is
guaranteed to stand the test of time. Time which is in short
supply if the UK is to hit those tough environmental targets.

Steve Wright, Plant Manager at ECL said, “This isn’t a forced
decision for us. Our move to more environmentally friendly,
more sustainable, lower carbon technology is one that we
want to make ourselves. As a responsible business we want to
do whatever we can to reduce our carbon footprint. It is not a
mandatory requirement; we just feel that we should look at
every opportunity available to make our business as
environmentally responsible as it possibly can be. We have
been working on this carbon reduction strategy with Molson
for a few years now. It’s an interesting journey for both our
businesses and I am sure there will be more developments
along the way. We have found the knowledge and high levels
of service from the Molson team invaluable.”
Stuart Butler, Sales Director at Molson Group said, “The steps
that ECL is taking to reduce its carbon dioxide emissions and
reduce its environmental impact, mirror the environmental
responsibility steps Molson is taking as a business. The team at
ECL was keen to underline its commitment to carbon footprint
reduction with the introduction of more fuel-efficient machines
that would instantly have an effect. It has since pushed its
commitment through the introduction of the ever more
efficient SK210HLC-10E Hybrid excavators, which offer the
best combination of environmental and working performance
available on the market.”
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Live Machinery & Vehicle
Demonstrations to feature at
Brand new for 2022, the live demonstration area
at RWM & Letsrecycle Live is set to showcase a
host of innovative new equipment, machinery,
trucks in action, and on-site material processing
designed to offer solutions to the world’s future
waste management and recycling challenges.
Visitors and exhibitors alike use the show as an
international springboard to launch solutions
that offer future benefits to the sector and
cement their technology as industry-leading.
This year will see the two dynamic events run alongside each
other for the first time, welcoming more than 12,000 visitors
and 550 exhibitors across the two days. Boasting more than
10,000 m2 of outdoor exhibition space, visitors can discover
vehicle and machinery manufacturers displaying the latest
innovation in processing and collection equipment, in addition
to the latest solutions for the safe handling of waste and
recycling; which includes lifting, sorting, shredding, baling and
compacting machinery.
Trucks in Action
The show will also feature the latest developments and
innovations in waste & refuse vehicles. Visitors will see how
the newest vehicles on the market can increase both the
efficiency and safety of their operation, and will have the
opportunity to discuss their challenges with a range of
pioneering manufacturers and operators.
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Vehicles on show will include:
• Refuse collection vehicles
• Skip and hook loaders
• Street sweepers (small and large)
• Grab loaders
Live Material Processing
Shredders, balers, material handlers, wheeled loaders, dust
suppression equipment and more will be demonstrated live,
allowing visitors to see which products are best suited to their
operations. Exhibitors will demonstrate the latest size
reduction technology, safety features, green and eco-friendly
powered solutions, fire suppression, odour management and
much more.

RWM – Let’s Recycle Live

Featured Solutions
The show will feature a selection of cutting-edge
manufacturers championing their latest equipment including:
• Komptech Crambo 5200D Direct Tracked Shredder
• Inmalo Motofog and MB Spray Cannon dust suppression
systems
• Fireward Automatic Fire Suppression Demonstration Rig
• Air Spectrum Dust Cannon
• Doyle Machinery Arjes shredder
• Mach-Tech Services Lindner Urraco 4000DK
• Neutron Equipment Eggersmann TEUTON Z 60 Slow
Speed Shredder
• Egholm City Ranger 2260
• FAUN Zoeller Mercedes Econic 26t with FAUN Rotopress
Body & Zoeller Delta Lifter

Discuss critical topics with industry colleagues, make powerful
new connections, present innovative green technologies, and
spark industry change by rubbing shoulders with suppliers and
key decision makers across waste management, local
authorities, energy from waste, reprocessors, waste producers,
independent operators, and more.
Visitors will also be able to hear from a completely revamped
speaker programme of 200+ industry leaders across nine
theatres in expert-led seminars, meetings, and discussions.
Other highlights include keynote presentations from the of
world’s leading global brands, a panel discussion between the
leaders in the waste and recycling industry, the 35 under 35
rising stars ceremony, the Women and Diversity in Resource
Management Breakfast Meeting, and much, much more.
RWM & Letsrecycle Live is free to attend - register for your
ticket to the UK’s leading and largest environmental event
by visiting the RWM website at www.rwmexhibition.com
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Fine Metal Recovery with
Bunting at RWM &
Letsrecycle Live
Separating and recovering fine metals is
Bunting’s focus at the RWM & Letsrecycle Live
show (14-15 September 2022, NEC Birmingham,
UK). On stand R-N50, visitors will see metal
separation equipment in operation recovering
fine non-ferrous metals and stainless-steel. On
the stand is an Eddy Current Separator, SSSC
Stainless Steel Separator, and an ElectroStatic
Separator.

Typical small non-ferrous metal recovered on the Eddy
Current Separator
Bunting is one of the world’s leading designers and
manufacturers of magnetic separators for the recycling and
waste industries. The Bunting European manufacturing
facilities are in Redditch, just outside Birmingham, and
Berkhamsted, both in the United Kingdom.
With an increasing demand to recover or separate increasingly
smaller sized metals from a wide variety of secondary
materials, Bunting has developed and enhanced metal
separators such as the ElectroStatic Separators and Eddy
Current Separator.
For a recent project in the Middle East, Bunting supplied a
Metal Separation Module (incorporating a high-strength Drum
Magnet and Eddy Current Separator) and ElectroStatic
Separator to recover fine aluminium from crushed dross. This
combination of separation technologies maximises the metal
recovery with ferrous metal separated by the Drum Magnet,
larger aluminium recovered on the Eddy Current Separator,
and fine aluminium separated on the ElectroStatic Separator.
The revolutionary ElectroStatic Separator provides the only
known method of separating fine metal from a wide range of
recycled materials including cable, WEEE, aluminium dross, and
plastic waste. Separation occurs by induced an electrostatic
charge into a conductive dry-liberated particle. Electrostatic
separators are commonly used in conjunction with highintensity magnetic separators and Eddy Current Separators.

ElectroStatic Separator for Aluminium Dross Recycling
Controlled Tests Prove Capabilities
On the stand at RWM & Letsrecycle Live, Bunting’s
experienced team aim to assist recycling companies and solve
metal separation problems. Many projects will involve the
testing of material at Bunting’s recently expanded Customer
Experience Centre in the UK. Tests on equipment including the
ElectroStatic Separator, Eddy Current Separator, and Stainless
Steel Separators determine the separation efficiency in terms
of recovery and purity.
“The RWM & Letsrecycle Live show provides the perfect
opportunity to demonstrate the capabilities of our metal
separators,” explained Adrian Coleman, General Manager of
Bunting-Redditch. “The requirements of the recycling sector
are increasingly demanding and we, as equipment suppliers,
need to adapt. With technology such as the ElectroStatic
Separator we enable metal separation that was previously not
possible.”
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ZoneSafe Proximity
Warning & Alert Systems
ZoneSafe Proximity Warning Systems
complement your safety initiative by providing
an additional layer of defence to workplace
safety.
At ZoneSafe, we offer a flexible, practical solution to reducing
pedestrian/vehicle collisions, giving you confidence that your
worksite is as safe as possible. Zonesafe is manufactured in
the UK by Avonwood Developments Ltd. and works with a
network of resellers to serve a global customer base across a
wide range of industrial sectors.
Collisions between vehicles and pedestrians remains one of
the greatest risks of serious injury and fatality in the
workplace. Total segregation of people and vehicles is the
most effective way to prevent collisions but isn’t always an
option on worksites limited by layout and in small spaces.
ZoneSafe ensures any industrial workplace can reduce the risk
of vehicle/pedestrian collisions by making segregation possible
even in the most challenging environments.
With more than 30 years experience, we understand your
safety concerns and have developed a flexible system that fits
seamlessly into most workplaces.
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How it works:
ZoneSafe uses Radio Frequency Identification (RFID)
technology to identify hazards and alert users, helping to
reduce accidents, collisions, and serious near-miss occurrences
when working with plant and materials handling equipment.
Pedestrians working in proximity wear lightweight ZoneSafe
tags attached to workwear, a lanyard, armband or even worn
in a pocket. The proximity tags become a normal part of your
workplace personal protective equipment (PPE).
The system works by creating an invisible detection zone
around the vehicle, hazard, high risk area, or drop zone. When
tagged personnel enter the detection zone, an audible/visual
alarm alerts users to risk, enabling them to stop their activity
and avoid collision. ZoneSafe tags do not require line of sight
and operate regardless of the level of visibility in the
environment, and can ‘see’ around corners, obstructions, and
blind spots.
Each proximity warning safety solution can be used as a
stand-alone system or combined to create a complete sitewide safety solution.

• Automatically activate warning systems such as signage,
prior to vehicles entering an area
• Cloud-based management tool with data dashboard,
analytics, event data and logging
Activated Warning & Alert Systems
ZoneSafe Activated Warning & Alert Systems can be set up to
trigger gates, barriers and signage without the need for
tagging people. Pedestrian workers are alerted to vehicles
nearby or approaching through flashing lights, traffic lights,
activated signage, floor projections or automatic locks. This
enhances the safety of your worksite at corners, in blind spots
and at crossing points.
Why choose ZoneSafe?
• Improve the overall safety culture of your business
• Protect your employer reputation internally and externally
• Help your employees to feel safe at work
• Create a safe working environment for everyone
• Protect your people every single day
• Take a preventative approach

ZoneSafe incorporates a cloud-based data management tool
for data logging and real time event recording that helps you
identify the most common workplace hazards and high-risk
zones around the pedestrian-plant interface. This data is key in
pinpointing the root cause of accidents and can be used to
adjust procedures and tailor training programmes.
System features
• 360-degree detection around vehicles/hazards
• Single or multiple detection zones
• Adjustable 3-9 metre detection range
• Audio/visual alarm to alert users to hazards
• Accurate detection regardless of obstruction, blind spots
and poor visibility

• Improve workplace behaviour and address complacency
Our approach
Protecting people and assets on a busy worksite can be
challenging but everyone deserves to be safe at work. We
work with customers to get to know you and find the best
possible solution for your business.
ZoneSafe offers a tailored safety solution to meet customer
needs and specific work environments. The adaptable system
can be applied to almost any workplace following consultation
and site trial.
Getting started is easy:
1. Book your free safety consultation
2. Get an on-site demo

• Systems can be used individually or combined to create a
complete solution

3. Protect your workers and site visitors.

• Integrate with a vehicles slow down system to limit speed

To learn more visit www.zonesafe.com

Talk to us today on +44 (0)1202 868000
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Neutron Equipment Ltd – a
first time at the RWM, Let’s
Recycle show
Neutron Equipment Ltd, first started trading in
2018. Based in Reading, Berkshire, it was
founded by Aaron McVeigh & Mikey Bradshaw
who gamely strode out to begin their journey as
the sole distributer for Peterson Pacific
Corporation for the UK and Ireland…
Their first Peterson sold to TMA Bark back in May 2019, since
then the business has continued to grow despite the pitfalls of
the Pandemic. Neutron also wanted to hit the Waste and Scrap
markets for the UK so in Dec 2020 they met with the scrap
giants TAURUS in Italy and signed as the sole UK & Ireland
distributers of their Shear Balers and Rotary Shears.
Neutron have now expanded further taking on the German
giant Eggersmann with their Terra Select range of Mobile
screening equipment, TEUTON & FORUS single and double
shaft range of shredders and the BACKHUS range of compost
Turners. More recently Neutron have added Wrights Recycling
Machinery to their equipment portfolio with their cable
granulators, cable/wire strippers & Alligator shears adding
more depth to the Neutron Equipment portfolio.
With such world class equipment and Neutrons professional
team providing first class back-up and un-paralleled support, it
is easy to see how they can build strong relationships with
their customers.
Neutron Equipment Ltd will be exhibiting the ASTEC
Peterson 5710D Track Mounted Horizontal
Grinder:
Weighing in at just over 40 tonnes the 5710D is powered by a
Caterpillar C27 Tier IV, 1050 hp engine. Featuring the Peterson
Impact Release System (IRS) your investment is fully protected.
The 5710D features an adaptive feed system, an 18-bit pinned
rotor, and 4 Grates, 180°,with an area of 2.62m². A high
production rate of 120tph for green waste and 100tph for
wood waste completes the specification of this tough
shredding machine.
Neutron Equipment will also be showing off the
Eggersmann Z 50 Single shaft shredder in the
demonstration area. The TEUTON Z 50 weighs in at 28 tonnes

and powered by a Cummings x 12, 507 Hp engine. Its
shredding rotor is 3m in length and hold 30 interchangeable
cutting teeth and 19 counter combs. It has a rotor speed of
between 20-40 rpm (reversable) and it can be fitted with a
series of sizing baskets from 80-250mm with 6 different
counter comb positions. Because of the variable set ups, it can
be quickly changed to run on different materials from waste
wood, tyres, commercial / house waste, mattresses and green
waste, roots etc. This is one of the most versatile shredders in
the market so come along and see it run in the demonstration
area.
You can find Neutron and see the ASTEC Peterson 5710D at
stand R-N90 inside at the Machinery & Equipment Area.
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New TANA 440DTeco Shredder –
unique versatility
TANA was established in 1971 and has been at
the forefront of designing and manufacturing
robust machinery for the purposes of solid waste
management ever since. With decades of
experience on the needs and requirements of
landfill and waste management operators,
TANA launched its UK distributor TANA
Recycling Machinery UK, with an aim to bring a
touch of Nordic expertise and engineering
know-how to the UK. TANA Oy is based in
Finland, but TANA Recycling Machinery UK
operates out of its South Yorkshire headquarters
in Doncaster.
In just under 50 years of trading, TANA has grown to be a
global name and since May 2016 TANA Recycling Machinery
UK has been at the forefront of delivering unmatched
versatility to the UK recycling industry.
TANA Recycling Machinery UK has a mission to provide
customers with simply more money on the bottom-line with
cutting-edge technology in solid waste management. TANA
machines are designed with skill and experience using the
best components available. All products are manufactured and
designed from the TANA headquarters in Finland.
The popular TANA 440 shredders have been further improved
in response to feedback from customers and dealers. First new
model of the 440 series is the TANA 440DTeco shredder which
is even more versatile, more productive, and easier to use.
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The versatility, productivity and ease-of-use of TANA 440
shredders have all been taken to a new level, following
improvements suggested by customers and dealers. The TANA
440 has traditionally been the company’s most popular
shredder. It is used especially for processing challenging waste
fractions, such as mattresses, tires, plastics, cables, textiles,
wood and general waste. Versatility was already a major
advantage of the TANA shredders, and the new 440DTeco now
has even more applications.
The biggest change externally in the TANA 440DTeco shredder
is the new higher machine frame, which allows over 200mm
more space between the conveyor and the rotor on track
models. The new frame structure allows more space for
material flow underneath the rotor, helping especially with the
pre-shredding of bulky materials, such as plastics and
mattresses. Similarly, the new hopper design features a raised
wall to prevent unshredded materials from falling onto the
discharge conveyor.

RWM – Let’s Recycle Live
The conveyor system has been completely redesigned. The new
structure features two separate conveyors: a transfer conveyor
underneath the rotor and a discharge conveyor in the end of
the machine. The speed of both conveyors can be adjusted
separately. The frame of the discharge conveyor is now selfsupporting enabling effortless angle adjustment, even during
operation. Also, the scale system calibrates itself automatically
depending on the discharge conveyor angle. The optional overband magnet also features many updates: the magnet has
been repositioned higher
allowing larger metal piles, the space between the magnet
conveyor and the discharge conveyor can be adjusted
hydraulically during operation, and the discharge side can be
changed.
In addition to the traditional 33-knife rotor, there is also the
new option of 44 knives for added shredding performance. For
example, the 44-knife rotor increases capacity / output in tire
shredding by 25 %. The extended rotor also includes options
for heavy duty use for optimizing operating costs. In addition,
with the updated labyrinth seal, the rotor end structure has
improved to protect the gearbox from external objects and
disturbances.
Clean and efficient flow of materials
The flow of materials through the shredder has been improved
in many ways in the new 440 series. These further increases
productivity and improves the quality of the end product.
The cleaning combs are now bolted on instead of welded.
Enabling a quicker fix when needed. Different cleaning combs
are available for different purposes. Shorter combs are for
tougher materials and coarse shredding to ensure the best
durability and wear resistance. Longer combs are for easier
materials and fine shredding to ensure the best output quality
in terms of homogeneous particle size. Bolt-on cleaning combs
also make maintenance easier because it is easier to replace
damaged ones.

Global services keeps the wheels spinning at all
times
The new TANA 440 series combines 15 years of user
experience with TANA Shark shredders with the latest
technical innovations. TANA’s customers and dealers have
played a key role in the development of the new shredder
series.
TANA 440 shredders are available as track,
trailer and electric models. The
TANA ProTrack® information
management system Tana
service kits and a global
sales and service
network help
maximize
productivity at all
times, anywhere in
the world.
For more
information,
please visit
www.tanauk.com
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TOMRA to highlight its worldclass sensor-based sorting
solutions and latest developments
in reverse vending at RWM &
Letsrecycle Live

Stand
0
R-N22

Visitors to the first combined RWM & Letsrecycle
Live show, which takes place on 14-15
September at the NEC in Birmingham, will have
the opportunity to find out about TOMRA’s
world-class recycling and waste management
solutions and the role they are playing in
helping the UK achieve its goal of becoming a
circular economy.
Representatives from TOMRA’s Recycling and Collection
divisions will be on hand at Stand R-N220 to highlight the
myriad of ways in which the company’s solutions are helping
stakeholders across the entire value chain in the transition
towards a more circular economy. TOMRA’s teams will be
ready to help visitors with preparing for the upcoming
introduction of deposit return schemes, maximising the
efficiencies of waste sorting and adhering to the latest
European and international waste legislation.
TOMRA Recycling is established in more than 100 global
markets and has more than 8,200 systems installed
worldwide. The company offers a broad range of sorting
applications to recover clean material fractions, delivering
significantly higher yields and increased value from the input
material. Visitors to the stand will learn about the company’s
latest innovations in sensor-based sorting technology for
boosting purity levels of target materials, including its latest
AUTOSORT® unit which combines state-of-the-art features
and technologies in one machine. AUTOSORT® guarantees
better detection and monitoring across the entire belt width
and the separation of difficult-to-sort fractions such as PET
from bottles and trays.

With more than 80,000 installations across 60 markets,
TOMRA’s reverse vending machines capture more than 40
billion used beverage containers every year. Experts from
TOMRA Collection will be demonstrating the company’s
industry-leading reverse vending technology for deposit return
schemes, ahead of the launch of Scotland’s scheme next year
and England, Wales & Northern Ireland in 2024. There will be
opportunities for visitors to use the machines themselves and
to hear expert advice on how to prepare for the scheme.
On Day 2 of the show, as part of the Deposit Return Scheme
joint session in the Packaging Theatre, Mark Brill, Vice
President Sales & Marketing TOMRA Collection UK & Ireland,
will speak about TOMRA’s learnings from deposit return
schemes around the world and what this means for the UK &
Ireland.
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Go electric with the Edge
Electric VS420E Hybrid!
The new VS420E
Hybrid from EDGE
Innovate offers
significantly
reduced CO2
production, reduced
operating costs, reduce
servicing and a higher
percentage uptime for its
operators. The EDGE VS420E
packages all the advantages of
mobile diesel driven unit and
that of a stationary electric
shredder into one self-contained unit.
For the operator, its means minimal
operating costs, maximum performance, and
enormous flexibility.
EDGE Innovate have been pioneering the use of electric drives
in their products for over 20 years. This experience and
knowledge have spearheaded their move to the electrification
of their popular VS420 slow speed, high torque shredder.
EDGE Innovate VS420E Hybrid model replaces the traditional
310Kw CATERPILLAR engine with two 132KW motors that
provide the exact same production capacity and torque levels
to that of a diesel/hydraulic drive unit. A small 55Kw diesel
engine provides the flexibility of tracking, and use of all set up
functions. An additional 11Kw auxiliary motor allows for all set
up functionality to be available in both “Electric” and “Diesel /
Hydraulic” modes.
DESIGN FEATURES
The VS420E offers a host of design features as standard. For
instance, to shred, EDGE’s safe and simple “Plug and Shred”
function enables operators to connect and disconnect the
shredder to the grid in the matter of minutes. As like the diesel
hydraulic version, the VS420E combines EDGE’s Intelligent
Load Management and the VS Status Alert System. The two
systems work in tandem to ensure the efficient loading of the
shredder. This in turn, allows the operator to achieve
consistently high throughputs
and most importantly,
experience minimal
downtime. Unlike
other hybrid shredder
versions, the VS420E
can adjust set up
functions such as conveyor
discharge angle in “Electric
Mode” whilst also having the ability
to track small distances to form new
material stockpiles. Again, reducing
operational downtime.
PERFORMANCE
The high material throughputs achievable by the VS420E
is made possible thanks to a set of 2m long, high torque
shredder shafts that can be customised to suit a customer’s
exact application and to create a designated final
product piece size.
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EDGE Innovate offer a wide range of tooling options and
chamber configurations to ensure that the VS420 is set up to
achieve the best results for its operators. With decades of
experience, the EDGE team are in the perfect position to
advise on the best set up for their clients so that their unit
creates the right tonnage at the desired piece size.
ADVANTAGES OF ELECTIC HYBRID
The advantages of electric hybrid powered unit over diesel
models extend well beyond the obvious savings on diesel fuel.
Electric hybrid powered equipment can significantly reduce
operating and maintenance costs, while providing unbeatable
dependability and uptime. For example, electric systems are
much more efficient and more reliable in extreme climates
than that of traditional diesel / hydraulic powertrains.
Due to their emission free operation, electric powered units
can also be deployed indoors or moved between indoor and
outdoor applications. With no engine noise produced when
shredding, the VS420E is the ideal shredding partner in built in
areas or in markets where stringent environmental, legislative
or noise constraints are enforced.
With diesel prices rising and fluctuating globally, electric
hybrid powered units allow for a much more accurate cost
forecasting and a quicker return on investment.
For more information on EDGE’s range of next generation
shredders please visit; www.edgeinnovate.com

Recycling News
BHS-Sonthofen: Protective atmosphere ensures safety during the shredding process

Inertizable recycling
processes to make processing
problematic materials safe
BHS-Sonthofen now offers two recycling
machines for processing potentially hazardous
valuable and waste materials in a protective
atmosphere for the first time. The universal
shredder (type NGU) and the rotary shear (type
VR) are the first machines of this kind that will
also be available in an inertizable design in the
future. The recycling technology experts have
used these two shredders as the basis to develop
a new, efficient process in which safety comes
first.
Waste materials often contain scarce raw materials that are
valuable. Recycling can conserve these resources and close
material loops. But what if processing the input materials
poses a hazard to people and the environment? Failure to
observe these risks may result in fires, explosions or dangerous
gas leaks. In addition, some materials contain hazardous
chemicals such as toxic fluoric and sulfuric acids. The vapors of
these acids are associated with serious health consequences.
One solution is inertizable technology that allows them to be
recycled in a protective atmosphere. In order to recycle
lithium-ion batteries, the process experts at BHS-Sonthofen
have now developed two shredding machines for the first time
– the rotary shear of type VR 0912, which is a twin-shaft
shredder for pre-shredding larger battery modules and packs,

and the universal shredder of type NGU 0513, which is a
single-shaft shredder for the second shredding stage with
battery cells. Both machines operate in a fully nitrogen
atmosphere during the shredding process.
BHS-Sonthofen’s inertizable shredders weigh between 12 and
18 tons, and their new function and size make them unique in
the field of industrial recycling. “The challenge was not to
simply just seal the shredders,” says Manuel Huber, the
designer responsible for the NGU 0513, explaining the change
in requirements for the machines, “but also to continue to
ensure the flexibility and robustness of the machines during
operation and maintenance.”
Improved safety with the same functionality
Every single screw and every component, from the funnel to
the hydraulic push-in device to the frame and housing, had to
be checked for leaks during the design process. “By the time
we were finished, not a single screw was still in its original
place,” says Kai Grosch, Head of Design for Shredding
Technology at BHS-Sonthofen. “Selected components were
redesigned as integral welded parts instead of being
laboriously bolted together with seals.” This also affects the
maintenance of the machines. Instead of replacing wear parts
from the outside, as was previously the case, maintenance in
contaminated areas is now carried out via an upstream flap. >

Figure 1: The BHS experts tested both machines with regard to shredding
lithium-ion batteries at the test center from BHS-Sonthofen.
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Figure 2: The inertizable design of the universal shredder of type NGU 0513 is suitable for recycling problematic materials.

Safety thanks to special seals
The choice of sealing materials presented a particular
challenge. Conventional sealing materials do not provide
sufficient protection and resistance to aggressive acids. The
engineers at BHS eventually succeeded in finding a promising
alternative to the materials commonly used thus far in the
form of special sealing materials. High-quality special plastics,
which are both resistant to acid and able to bear the weight of
the extremely heavy machines, provide the individual
composite parts of the design with an additional layer of
safety.

Figure 4: Every single screw and every
component was checked for leaks
during the design process.

The inertizable shredders offer the same performance and
functionality as the proven standard machines, even with all of
the modifications.
An opportunity for safe battery recycling

Figure 3: The
rotary shear of
type VR 0912
handles the preshredding of
larger battery
modules and
packs.

Sensors monitor the stability of the nitrogen atmosphere
throughout the shredding process. A camera mounted on the
rotary shear also enables operators to respond to potentially
hazardous situations before they have a chance to develop. In
the event of a leak, both machines can be completely flooded
with water within a few seconds as a final protective measure.
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The first step of the recycling process in the protective
atmosphere sees the input material fed through a sluice into
the sealed area. The BHS rotary shear of type VR handles the
pre-shredding process. The standard design of this slow-speed,
high-torque twin-shaft shredder uses its interlocking blades to
reliably process large objects, from industrial, commercial,
household and bulky waste to elastic input materials such as
refuse-derived fuels (RDF), tires and textiles. The second
shredding step sees the universal shredder (NGU), a highspeed single-shaft shredder, reduces the pre-shredded material
to the desired final output size.
So far, BHS-Sonthofen has intensively tested the machines
specifically for recycling lithium-ion batteries. In principle, they
could be used to process a variety of toxic waste and
hazardous materials in a protective atmosphere, from
shredding-mixing-pumping (SMP) to hazardous chemical
waste. To do this, the sealing materials are adapted to the
input material should it be required.

Recycling News

How Does the
Construction Industry
Tackle Hazardous
Waste?

Tony Munro Marketing Director at Reconomy
The construction industry produces a
substantial amount of waste every year. In fact,
according to a study by the Department for
Environment, Food and Rural Affairs in 2018,
this amounted to 62 per cent of all waste in the
UK. And the Environmental Agency believes
that the quantity of waste has increased in
recent years due to the encouragement of
brownfield remediation across the nation. So
how do we tackle this?
The nation is tackling this issue with environmental
legislation. In 2021, the Environmental Act introduced targets
to improve waste reduction, including discouraging avoidable
waste by 2050. To accomplish this, the shipment of hazardous
waste will be regulated and a restriction will be placed on the
export of these substances to countries that aren’t in the
organisation for the economic cooperation and development
(OECD).
This will encourage the nation to create innovative ways to
dispose of hazardous waste correctly and sustainably. Here, we
will explore how the construction industry currently tackles
hazardous waste and consider whether a circular approach is
the solution for a sustainable future within the UK.
What is hazardous waste?
Hazardous waste represents any unrecyclable materials
produced on a construction site. These materials contain
substances that can harm the local ecosystem, wildlife, and
human beings.
Asbestos
Asbestos, microscopic fibres which are often found in
materials from homes built before 2000, are among some of
the most hazardous materials found on construction sites.
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Professionals in the sustainable waste management industry
are trained to perform asbestos removal services correctly.
It is imperative for professionals to dispose of asbestos
correctly. Incineration, for example, is unsafe as the hazardous
material contaminates the air and can cause harm to those
who breathe in the fumes. Instead, these materials are sent to
specialist landfills, so that they cannot contaminate the local
ecosystem. This is problematic, however, due to the fact that
asbestos cannot decompose naturally.
Polychlorinated biphenyls (PCB)
Polychlorinated biphenyls (PCB) are man-made toxic
substances, varying from liquids to solids and black to yellow.
Though they were previously used within electrical equipment,
these hazardous materials are now banned within the UK.
There are only a few exceptions to this, including research
purposes and, until 2025, transformers that contain less than
0.005% of toxic fluids.
PCBs can cause cancer in animals and disrupt the food chain
within the sea. Therefore, it is important for professionals to

Recycling News

Eggersmann
supply rotting
tunnels for
composting plant
in Luxembourg
correctly dispose of this chemical, trusting certified EPA
disposal facilities. The general public is also advised against
using appliances (such as fluorescent lighting to televisions)
that were made before the 1980s.

Eggersmann Anlagenbau built a new composting plant in
Monnerich, Luxembourg for the client syndicate MinettKompost. The official inauguration took place on 1 July
2022 in the presence of Luxembourg's Minister of the
Environment Joëlle Welfring.

Solvents (VOCs)
Solvents, otherwise known as volatile organic compounds
(VOCs), are often used in the construction industry to dissolve
or dilute substances, such as paints or glues. If solvents
contain dichloromethane (DCM), they can cause harm to
humans, animals, and wildlife.
Solvent paints, for example, are considered a hazardous
substance. Therefore, in order to dispose of this waste, it is
important for professionals to follow the Hazardous Waste
Regulation (2005). This involves classifying and properly
disposing of hazardous solvent waste at a specialised facility.
How does the construction industry recycle hazardous waste?
One of the most environmentally considerate ways of
discarding hazardous waste is through recycling. This
encourages companies to adopt a circular process to waste
management, an approach that minimises unnecessary waste
throughout the design, production, and disposal processes. A
circular economy is also beneficial for businesses, from
lowering costs for the purchase of new materials to a
reduction in any carbon footprint associated with the
corporation.
Solvent distillation

Rotting tunnel with tunnel filling unit

Eggersmann Anlagenbau replaced an aging composting
plant of the "Wendelin" type with state-of-the-art
technology. Due to the hall geometry of the old plant, the
longest Eggersmann rotting tunnels to date, 42 metres in
length, were built here. A total of 8 rotting tunnels with
tunnel filling unit as well as the associated conveying and
exhaust air technology were included in the scope of
supply. In addition, a FORUS shredder, a TERRA SELECT
trommel screen and a star screen deck, also from
Eggersmann, are used in the new plant - all are operated
purely electrically.

Solvents (VOCs) are commonly used substances. The
construction industry can choose to recycle this type of
hazardous waste through a process named solvent distillation.
This filters hazardous solvents, distilling volatile vapours and
preserving pure vapours. These can then be redistributed into
the industry.
Water treatment
Liquid-based hazardous waste, from acids to oily water and
latex paint, can also be recycled. Water treatment allows
professionals to extract water from these substances. This
water is then reused on industrial sites.
To summarise
Sustainability remains at the forefront of public concerns and
discussions. The construction industry continues to generate a
huge amount of waste, but adopting circular practices can
help regenerate these materials. So, moving forward, the
nation must continue to strive to attain reusability in
construction materials beyond everyday solvents and
polychlorinated biphenyls.

Material after treatment in the rotting
tunnel before further treatment

The plant processes a large part of Luxembourg's organic
and green waste. The throughput amounts to 20,000 tons
per year.
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CDE to commission the latest
C&D waste recycling plant in
the UK

CDE, a leading supplier of sand and aggregate
wet processing solutions for the waste recycling
and natural processing sectors, is to commission
its largest waste recycling plant in the UK for
Peel NRE, part of regeneration business Peel
L&P.
Working to support the UK economy to achieve net zero by
2050, Peel NRE specialises in renewable energy, waste-tovalue projects, water and materials management, and more.
Its investment in a new construction and demolition (C&D)
waste recycling plant, designed and engineered by wet
processing industry experts CDE, is the latest step in its
commitment to combatting climate change and its impacts.
Peel NRE has created a new business, NRE Aggregates, which
will operate the plant to produce high-quality recycled
construction products.

With the capacity to produce up to 240,000 tonnes of
secondary raw materials per year, the plant will be
commissioned at Port Salford in Eccles, Greater Manchester,
the site of a proposed tri-modal freight facility and distribution
park on the banks of the Manchester Ship Canal.
When operational the waste recycling plant will process C&D
waste to produce in-spec recycled sand and aggregate
products which will support the sustainable development of
Peel L&P projects, including Port Salford and other
developments across Greater Manchester.
Investment in the CDE solution represents Peel NRE’s first
venture into the wet processing of materials and the next
chapter for the new natural resources and energy business.
CDE business development manager Mike Bibby says the
project will provide the North West of England with a valuable
asset to strengthen the circular economy. >
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“Our purpose at CDE is to create
our best world, a ton at a time
and for Peel L&P it is to create a
more prosperous and
sustainable future for all. To that
end, our two companies are
both intently focused on
building a greener tomorrow, so
there is a lot of synergy
underlying the partnership.
“This is a transformational
project, and when our CDE
solution is operational it will
support the continued
development of a circular
economy in the North West and
facilitate sustainable
construction in Greater
Manchester and beyond for
many years to come.”
Investing in the latest
technologies to recycle valuable
construction products for its
own projects is part of Peel
NRE’s contribution to a circular
economy, adds Kieran Tames,
director of development for Peel NRE.
“This equipment will turn construction and demolition waste,
one of the country’s biggest waste streams, into materials
which will be used to build a multi-modal freight facility and
distribution park at Port Salford and other construction sites
across Greater Manchester. It contributes to a circular
economy and will be capable of recycling up to 240,000
tonnes per year of construction waste.”
The £138 million Port Salford development, led by Peel L&P in
partnership with Salford City Council, will be the UK’s first
inland tri-modal port to be served by ship, rail and road. The
port facility and distribution hub will build supply chain
resilience for businesses throughout the North West.
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“Enabled by CDE’s expertise in this space, we will be equipped
with the technology to transform yesterday’s waste into
tomorrow’s opportunities for a more sustainable and
prosperous future for all,” Kieran concludes.
Peel NRE’s C&D waste recycling plant is expected to be
commissioned later this autumn.
Kieran Tames and other representatives of Peel NRE join CDE
at this year’s Hillhead to share insights into the development
of the project and how CDE wet processing technology is
being applied by leading organisations globally and in the UK
to divert waste from landfill and extract value.
For more information about CDE and its wet processing
solutions, visit cdegroup.com.
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New STADLER PX Conveyor
raises the bar on purity in
sensor sorting
The new STADLER PX acceleration conveyor integrates the best
features of the BB and DB conveyors for optical sensor sorting and
takes purity to new heights.
The new STADLER PX acceleration conveyor meets the
demand for higher throughput in sensor-based automatic
sorting, which can operate at higher working speeds. To
achieve the desired result, STADLER has integrated the
best features of its popular BB and DB conveyors, and
has taken the opportunity to introduce a host of
improvements. They include a new air stabilizer, which
ensures consistent sorting quality at faster speeds with
light materials, resulting in excellent purity of the
output.
“At STADLER we are always very alert to how our customers’
needs evolve. We are constantly looking at ways to address
these changes by improving our products or developing new
ones,” explains Corinna König, Team Leader Product
Management. “We found that we were increasingly combining
our BB and DB conveyors in customers’ projects to achieve the
desired result, so we developed the PX, which combines the
best features of each into one conveyor. This means that our
customers now have only one machine to operate and
maintain, simplifying their operation and reducing their costs.
And we went further, because we significantly increased the
belt speed, even with light materials, so they can increase their
throughput with just the one machine – and they can count on
consistently high purity levels.”
Italian company Irigom Srl has installed 6 PX conveyors at its
SSF (Secondary Solid Fuel) plant, which is designed to separate
and recover all valuable material from the incoming plastic
waste. The recovered PET, PE-LD and PP is sent to a recycling
facility, while the residue is used to produce high-quality SSF.
The conveyors have been operating for
3 months, sorting PET, PE-LD and PP
materials for recovery, metals, and
PVC which is removed from the
process. Stefano Montanaro, CEO of
Irigom, is impressed with the results:
“The PX is performing very well. The
fast speed up to 4.5 m/s is
allowing us to
significantly increase
the total material
input, while
maintaining a very
high-quality material
in the output.”
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High throughput with excellent purity of output
fractions
The new PX conveyor carries over the solid frame construction
and long service life of its predecessors, the BB and DB
models. It features a slot to fit a sensor under the belt and is
easily compatible with NIR and EM sensors from a variety of
manufacturers. It offers a belt speed ranging from 3.2 m/s to a
fast 4.5 m/s, and can be specified with two
motors to ensure the necessary torque at the
required speed. The head drum is available
in a choice of two diameters: 125mm and
220mm for the best detachment of the
material.

Recycling News

The material on the conveyor is accelerated and straightened,
so that the sensors fitted in the slot are able to detect accurately the
material on the conveyor at all speeds. An optional stabilizer further improves
performance by optimizing the positioning of the material on the belt with an air flow. The
result is a higher throughput with consistently high sorting quality and a higher purity levels of the
blown-out fraction – even at the top speed with light materials such as paper or film.
Compact dimensions for easy transport
The PX benefits from a compact size and is designed for easy transport. The frame, with the belt already mounted, can be
separated into three or four sections, depending on the length of the conveyor. These can be stacked for transport and are simple
to reassemble on site. Even the model with the widest, 2900mm belt can be loaded on standard trucks or containers, also cutting
down on transport costs.
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Waste and recycling:
a proactive approach to
fire safety
Waste and recycling sites are seeing more fire
risks – caused by the growing prevalence of
batteries in waste streams and as power sources
for operating vehicles and machinery.
James Mountain, sales and marketing director, Fire Shield
Systems, explores how proactive fire safety can minimise costs
and downtime.
Evolving risks
Waste streams can carry various materials, causing different
safety risks.
Batteries, specifically lithium ion (li-ion) batteries, have
become more common for waste and recycling businesses.
They can be found in different waste and are often used as
power for the site’s vehicles/machinery.
The main risk for any battery is thermal runaway, which occurs
when battery cells malfunction after physical damage,
mechanical failure or overcharging. In thermal runaway, a
battery rapidly produces excess heat, leading to combustion,
toxic gas emissions and potential explosions.
Operational downtime and equipment damage
After a fire has occurred, even if minor, your site could be
closed for risk assessments/investigations.
Waste businesses often take a reactive approach to fire safety,
which can lead to operational disruption, reputational damage
and increased damage costs.
Example one: reactive approach
In 2021, a large fire occurred at a recycling site’s materials
recovery facility, caused by a battery in the waste stream.
As the site had no fire protection, the fire spread quickly,
causing whole-site loss.
The facility rebuild represented a several million euro
investment, excluding operational downtime, reputational
costs and any fine/sanctions.
Had the fire protection system been installed proactively,
damages and costs could’ve been saved.
Example two: proactive approach
In 2019, a cement company looked to produce SRF using a
shredding line at a local waste and recycling facility, which
would be stored and used as fuel for the cement plant.
To stay ahead of the SRF fire risks, the company undertook
a full risk assessment, prompting two bespoke automatic
fire protection systems.
Both sites saved costs, minimised operational downtime
risk and ensured ongoing team safety.

hazards in high-risk areas, for example, by storing ignition
sources at least six metres away from combustible waste.
2. Battery storage and processing
When storing batteries, keep them in weatherproof
containers, away from any liquids. Damaged batteries
should be isolated, and li-ion batteries should be
disconnected from vehicles/machinery.
Your site should identify batteries before the waste
processing stage. However, some may be missed, so you’ll
need a fire detection system that detects hotspots and
quickly implements the appropriate suppression technique
to minimise thermal runaway risk.
3. Waste management and temperature checks
Waste should be regularly monitored to prevent reactions
between materials. Identify the temperature when
accepting waste, if any seems unusually hot, quarantine it
to cool or isolate risk.
Regular temperature checks of waste piles will also
minimise self-combustion. Don’t keep waste in direct
sunlight for a long time, or near any surfaces that can
reflect sunlight onto waste piles.
4. Fire detection and suppression

How to take a proactive approach?
1. Site planning
Your site’s fire prevention plan (FPP) should be informed by
a full risk assessment. Your FPP should look to minimise any

Your system should be informed by your site’s risk
assessment. It should be proportional to your site’s size,
addressing the risks associated with material handling and
processing methods.
For more information, visit Fire Shield Systems or call 0800 975 5767.
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Hands on with one of the most robust,
durable and powerful heavy-duty
mobile screeners at work around the
world today – the McCloskey R230
For this special issue of Hub-4, we visited
Redditch Skip Hire to find out how they are
using the McCloskey R230 for a range of
applications, from recycling wood to creating
high-quality topsoil.
Arriving at the South-Birmingham site, you discover how vast
the location is, with several operations taking place at any one
time across two main areas, one for aggregates, another for
wood. Working across both areas are two McCloskey R230s,
which have seen daily operations for more than three years.
We met Managing Director, Adam Wood, at the wood recycling
side of the business where the first R230 was hard at work.
“We usually shred and stockpile our waste wood here; the
McCloskey is a very effective grading tool, it can be a
challenge to keep up with it” opens Adam. “This way, we can
keep the machine fed with enough material.”
It is instantly evident Adam is not exaggerating; the excavator
grabs load after load and feeds it into the McCloskey’s large
hopper. Significantly longer and wider, the R230 offers one of
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the largest loading areas in its class, with a lined, speed
adjustable direct feed into the screen box. “We rarely have the
hopper wings up as the screenbox is so quick and effective”
commented Adam.
The High Energy screenbox offers an aggressive throw of up to
10mm to deliver uncompromising production levels for
grading and sizing operations. Available with mesh or fingers,
the R230 can operate as a stand-alone plant, producing
finished product as it is here, or as a primary scalping
component to the very largest of portable crushing and
shredding spreads.
Adam continued “When McCloskey Equipment supplied our
first machine, they recommended using mesh for our
applications, and it has proven to be effective for both wood
and aggregate. We can swap the mesh size quickly, but its rare
we need to, especially in the summer. It’s a very versatile
machine, but more importantly is the performance. We get
great quality product first time, everytime, which increases our
production rates and reduces our running costs.”
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Feeding into the Heavy Duty High Energy screenbox, which measures
1.83m x 6.1m and is one of the highest product capacity in its class,
the wood is quickly sorted into three stockpiles; the sub-6mm fine
wood and mineral material is rapidly removed and stockpiled off the
first of three conveyors. Next is a mid-size product, with the second
conveyor full of quality product. Oversized product comes off the end
of the mesh onto the tail conveyor, with all three offering good
stockpiling heights.
We then went on to the aggregate side of the site where their second
R230 was busy making quality top soil. Adam commented, “One of
the advantages of the McCloskey is ease of operation and setup
speed; we can fold up the machines up in just a few minutes and
track them between sites, should we need to focus production on
either side of the business. You can position the machine, fold it out
and be working in a matter of minutes and this all contributes to our
uptime and productivity. It really is a versatile, flexible machine that is
easy to use and delivers great performance.”
Being fed with a mix of soil and aggregate, you can really see how
effective the screenbox is, breaking up the material into three readyto-use products. The fines belt was full of top-quality 10mm soil, with
the mid-product conveyor steadily stockpiling a consistent size stone
from the mix of material. Oversize material will travel the length of
the screenbox to come off the tail conveyor clean, ready for further
processing. The cleanliness of the material is evidence of the
screenbox’s performance, maximising the usable material to be had
from the feed.
Adam concluded, “We really are delighted with these machines. They
replaced a Powerscreen 1800 when we needed a bigger deck and
more production capacity, and the McCloskeys has certainly
delivered. In three years, we’ve had barely any downtime and the
quality of the product has always been great, we’ve never had a
complaint about the product. We would definitely have another
McCloskey machine, they continue to impress with productivity and
quality.
“The aftersales service provided by McCloskey
Equipment is second-to-none. Whether I’ve
needed a scheduled service or a replacement
wear part, McCloskey Equipment has
always been prompt, maximising
my machine uptime.”
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Certora Training

Gaining you MPQC Operator
Route to Competence –
Here’s How!
Do you work within the Extractives/Mineral
Processing industry and are you looking to ensure
your operators are trained to the highest and most
efficient standard possible? We can help!

Going Digital

Did you know that we support equipment operators through
their journey from initial training right through to operational
assessment?

The portfolio system is available for all MPQC qualifications from
L2 – L7 as a way to provide true visibility throughout the learner
journey. It allows evidence to be easily uploaded and matched to
the current MPQC standards.

Working with MPQC

In March 2020, we altered the way we work to provide a new
electronic portfolio system as a way of efficiently monitoring all
candidate progression for those completing their NVQ.

We have been working closely with MPQC (and its predecessors
EPIC and EMP) for over 19 years to offer a comprehensive range
of plant operator training courses as an accredited assessment
centre. After establishing and growing our relationship with
MPQC, we now offer over a full route to competence which
allows us to deliver the operator equipment training, along with
the relevant NQV to allow delegates to achieve their Blue
Competent Operator card. But how does it work?

Rich Billing, Operation Manager explains - “I have worked in the
extractives and mineral processing industry for over 27 years and
have been an MPQC approved assessor in many environments
from blasting quarries to road building for over 15 years. It was
clear that there was an opportunity to evolve our services at
Certora and provide a more efficient and effective programme
for our learners”.

How the Competency Scheme Works

Managers and Supervisors will be able to see the progression
against the expected completion date and view assessor visits
and schedules so they can provide further support for their
employees on their route to competence and view any required
information at the touch of a button!

We support operators through their complete journey from
training to assessment as shown above. Once the operator has
achieved their Red Assessed Operator card and completed the
training, we induct them on a sector-specific qualification. Our
expert assessors then work with each delegate to build their
portfolio. Upon completion of their qualification the Blue
Competent Operators Card will then be awarded.
Our vocational qualification team have worked hard to ensure
we have a full spectrum of qualifications to ensure that every
delegate in enrolled on the most relevant and applicable
pathway for their job, allowing them to achieve as much as they
can from us!
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To find out more about we can work with your operatives to
provide them with the required competence and qualifications
needs onsite, then please get in touch with our MPQC training
team who can help you start your journey today – 01246
386900.
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Hill Engineering
make the ultimate
connection

Attachment specialists Hill Engineering do it
again, with a coupler “Engineered for smarter
working”…
A revolutionary new coupler that can connect any hydraulic
work tool safely and automatically from the operator’s seat
has been launched by attachment technology specialists Hill
Engineering.
Combining the versatility and functionality of the Tefra pin
grabber coupler, and manufactured in high strength SSAB
Strenx steel, the next-generation Tefra Connect sets new
standards in on-site efficiency.
Sites such as demolition projects, where hydraulic excavators
are used with dedicated hydraulic tools, often also need an
excavator to dig trenches or load out loose materials, using a
pinned, non-hydraulic tool.
With a Tefra Connect-equipped excavator, operators can
maximise machine use and reduce or eliminate the need for
other machines on-site, reducing machine costs, fuel
consumption and transport movements - particularly beneficial
on inner city or congested sites.
The secret to the Tefra Connect is that it uses a patented
“power coupling plate” bolted to the hydraulic tool which
enables a rapid, leak-free and safe connection between the
coupler and hydraulic tool.
While similar systems for automatic hydraulic oil connections
are already available, Tefra Connect has added an innovative
twist - when the hydraulic powered tool is finished with, it can
be released and placed to one side, revealing a regular
variable pin centre Tefra coupler which can be used to pick up
other pinned attachments in the usual way.
So, unlike with other systems, operators will not need to invest
in additional expensive adaptor plates for standard pinned
attachments.

Uniquely, Tefra Connect locks onto the attachment before
engaging hose coupling plates, ensuring alignment and
avoiding damage to hose couplings, and remains connected
until the hose coupling plates have disengaged.
In addition, the Tefra Connect requires no manual intervention
at any stage, keeping operatives safe during connection and
disconnection of high-pressure hydraulic lines, while the highpressure oil lines remain sealed, staying free from
contamination while helping site operators meet
environmental obligations.
Tefra Connect was originally planned for launch at Hillhead
2020 so the cancellation of that show enabled Hill Engineering
to extend its field testing even further. The company selected
several contractors who work primarily in Ireland, specifically
so it could carry out regular product and performance reviews,
on site and directly with the customers.
Hill Engineering’s engineering manager Neal Loughran said:
“Their feedback has been invaluable. These partners have been
using the product every day, in their real work activities, and
their suggestions have been incorporated into the final
product. We believe Tefra Connect will become the new
industry standard in attachment technology for specialist
applications.”
Suitable for use with all types of hydraulic work tools, such as
hammers, grabs and munchers, Tefra Connect uses the same
machine mounting and attachment versatility as a standard
Tefra coupler and can pick up almost any type of pinned
attachment.
Special adaptor plates are only needed for hydraulic work
tools, reducing the total cost of ownership, and since Tefra
Connect is used in the same way as a standard Tefra coupler,
no significant new operator training is needed.
To watch a video on the new Tefra Connect, please go to
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=izjypbIKV9M
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Regeneration Game Plan
for Wigan’s Warriors
Greater Manchester firm, DXI Regeneration, has made moves to
consolidate its supply chain and swell its fleet. With much of the
investment being made with Molson Equipment, from the wide
range of brands available as part of their “Single Source Supply”
offering.

As the rest of the business world starts to
emerge, startled eyed from the shadow of
lockdown, Greater Manchester based multidisciplinary contractor, DXI, is already
ploughing into its bulging workload.
Like many in the construction sector, its team has worked
tirelessly throughout the pandemic to bring its expertise to
projects up and down the country. Like many, the pandemic
has offered the opportunity for the team at DXI to look at its
burgeoning business and refocus where necessary.
With a background that covers disciplines as wide and varied
as groundworks, bulk earthworks, demolition and ground
remediation as well as the turnkey construction of specialist
waste management and recycling centres, the firm has a
diverse plant fleet that reflects the diversity of its workload.
Managers at the firm were looking to try and consolidate its
supply chain while continuing to upgrade its plant fleet, a
difficult task given the wide variety of machines it requires.
By working alongside the DXI Regeneration team, Molson
Equipment Sales Manager, Andy Wilkinson, has developed a
package that will help do just that.
Andy said, “As a dealership, Molson are able to make an
unprecedented range of equipment available to our customers
from a single source. We are able to offer plant machinery that
is suitable for a variety of applications, with the advantage of
just having one point of contact for all. It can help make the
management of their supply chain so much easier for our
customers.”
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With an ever-expanding order book, the team at DXI has
upped its range of equipment to deal with demand and taken
on three Kobelco excavators (an SK270SRLC-5E, an SK350LC10E and an SK230SRLC-5E) as well as two Ammann rollers (an
ARS130 model and an ARX12) and a Hydrema 912F dumper,
all of which have been taken on a full service contract
package.
Andy went on to explain, “The full-service package offers the
DXI team complete piece of mind. Taking on these machines
under service contracts means that costs are fixed. Any
breakdown costs (parts, labour and travel) are covered, as are
the costs of lubricants and coolants. It is more of a
‘preventative maintenance’ regime. It means that DXI can
focus on what it is good at, and the Molson team can focus on
what it delivers.”
The Ammann machines offer superb build quality, are
economic to run with, fantastic fuel efficiency and coupled
with high residual value they provide the perfect solution to
DXI’s roller requirements.
The ARS 130 single drum roller has an operating weight of
12.5tonnes and a drum width of 2130mm which offers a
centrifugal compacting force of 230 – 300Kn. It boasts the
ACEforce Intelligent Compaction system to help improve
compaction efficiency and quality. The cab is designed to
provide 360-degree operator visibility, while its compact frame
improves its manageability, which alongside its fuel efficiency
and climbing ability, ensures the ARS 130 is exceptionally
productive.
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The Ammann ARX12 is a light, articulated ride-on tandem
roller with an operating weight of 1.48tonnes, drum width of
820mm and offers a centrifugal compaction force of 23Kn. It
works directly against kerbs and other boundary edgings and
so eliminates the need for any additional edge-compaction
plant.
The Kobelco machines offer their well-known build quality in
addition to their fantastic fuel efficiency and smooth control,
coupled once again with the high residual value that is so
important.
The SK230SRLC-5E features a 24.1tonne operating weight and
a Hino J05EUM Stage V compliant engine, which delivers a
rated power output of 124kW. The larger SK270SRLC-5
excavator has an operating weight of 26.6tonnes with a
similar power output of 124kW delivered by a Hino J05EUMKSSL Stage IV complaint engine while the largest machine in
the new DXI brood is the 37.2tonne SK350LC-10E crawler with
a rated power output of 213kW provided by the Hino J08E
Stage V compliant engine.
The Hydrema 912F dumper offers straight or swivel tipping for
its 10tonnes maximum payload, 6 speed ZF Soft-Shift
transmission (full auto or manual) and is powered by a Stage
IV compliant Cummins QSB 4.5L engine. All of which have
already seen action on a project near Prescot on Merseyside,
where the DXI team is working on a remediation scheme
which will see it process 49,000cu m of contaminated factory
workings and create a 460m long, 4m high, reinforced soil
noise attenuation bund using treated fill.

Andy said, “We are at the early stages at the moment, but we
would like to help support the DXI team as they continue to go
from strength to strength. It is very important to them that
they are able to have complete faith in the machines they use
and the customer service we provide. Our service contracts
offer them complete peace of mind.”
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Mecalac introduce new range of
Compact Loaders, further expanding
its popular portfolio
The decision to expand Mecalac’s position in the compact loader market is born from
increasing demand for small, multipurpose, articulated loaders in the agricultural,
rental and construction sectors. Among other things, these units are gradually
replacing other types of machines (tractors with loaders, skid-steers, etc), offering
greater versatility, agility, and safety for a wide range of applications.
A range of six machines to meet all needs:
The new Mecalac MCL range includes six models, ranging from
1.74 t to 2.85 t:
• Four models with a long boom (standard), perfectly suited
to agricultural applications
• Two models with a short boom, aligning with the
requirements of the construction segment
MCL2: Its compact size and wheel motor transmission allow
the MCL2 to move with precision and agility. The smallest
machine in the MCL range but incorporating the same features
and technologies as the larger models, the MCL2 delivers
impressive performance. Available in both canopy and cabbed
version.
MCL4: Offering the perfect compromise between compact
size and heavy lifting performance, the MCL4 features a
powerful 18.4 kW engine. It is the ideal machine for rental
fleets looking to invest in a durable and high-performance
machine, with a low transport weight making it easy to move
between sites on a road trailer.
MCL6: The best of the MCL4 but with even more power, the
MCL6 features a 36kW motor - perfect for reaching and
maintaining high speeds on the road. Its high hydraulic flow
and speed of execution ensure maximum productivity on
worksites.
MCL8: Power, high dumping height and lifting capacity
inspired the design of this machine. It is the perfect partner for
numerous applications, whether loading, handling, or driving
hydraulic attachments.

MCL4+ / MCL6+: Short arm versions to meet the specific
needs of different applications (perfectly suited to the
construction sector) and offering an increased tipping load.
All six machines will be available in three versions: canopy,
canopy with foldable top or cab, each coming with a wide
selection of attachments.
THE LATEST MECALAC TECHNOLOGIES
The new MCL loaders can be equipped with Mecalac’s latest
comfort and driver assistance technologies, including:
M-Drive: Turns your machine into a tool carrier, with operators
able to control machine speed with the foot pedal at a
selected engine rpm (hand throttle).
Speed-control: Redefine the speed range that can be used via
the foot pedal as required. For example, choosing a lower
speed will allow you to do more precise work.
MyMecalac Connected Services: Maximise the use of your
machines thanks to optimised and accessible data, reduced
downtime, and better fleet management.
Start-up digicode: A keypad that enables you to control the
use, accessibility, and hours of the machine.
This new product line will further strengthen Mecalac’s
position in the loader market and accelerate the
development of customer segments
such as the agricultural,
landscaping, and rental
sectors.
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Hyundai adds articulated
trucks to growing range
Hyundai Construction Equipment has introduced two articulated dump truck models to its rapidly expanding
line of heavy construction and earthmoving equipment. The HA30A and HA45A have rated payloads of 28
tonnes and 41 tonnes respectively, providing an ideal haul truck match for Hyundai’s larger crawler
excavators and wheeled loaders.

Features include:
• Equal weight distribution with sloping rear chassis frame
delivers stability, by distributing more load on the centre of
the machine, resulting in a low centre of gravity
• Tandem rear axle bogie for highest level of ground contact
and best-in-class traction
• Innovative transmission concept results in shorter front
chassis frame
• Articulation joint turning ring mounted close to front axle
leads to equal load distribution front to rear and across the
front axle during steering
• Spacious operator’s cab, with easy access from the front of
the machine
Articulated Hauling
Hyundai Construction Equipment is entering the articular
dump truck market with two models, that use proven,
innovative design and technology to deliver high productivity
and superior mobility on site. Aimed at the popular 30 and 45tonne sectors, the HA30A and HA45A are built around a
full-time six-wheel drive concept, with front and rear limited
slip differentials and a longitudinal differential than can be
manually locked, for maximum drive and traction on difficult
terrain.
The trucks have a compact chassis design, to aid
manoeuvrability, with a sloping rear frame and a frontmounted differential integrated into the ZF transmission,
allowing for a shorter front frame section. This results in the
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smallest turning radius in the sector and outstanding stability.
Self-levelling hydro-gas suspension on the front axle further
supports a comfortable ride, delivering maximum tractability in
tough ground conditions.
The turning ring is mounted in front of the chassis articulation
point, resulting in an equal weight distribution to the front
wheels in all driving situations, for increased stability and
traction. Having equal weight distribution allows the operator
to use the limited slip differentials with just a 45° locking
value, maintaining drive to both front wheels even when
steering.
The two rear axles employ a tandem bogie drive design, with a
single central differential and twin internal gear drives on each
side of the truck. These tandem reduction gearboxes rotate in
total by almost 40°, allowing maximum oscillation of the rear
axles to maintain ground contact on rough terrain. The single
central differential increases ground clearance beneath the
truck.
The HA30A and HA45A are equipped with a full hydraulic
retarder, combined with an electronic engine brake as
standard. This supports the oil-cooled wet disc brakes to
achieve an extended service lifetime of up to 15,000 hours. A
hydraulically-activated mechanical parking brake holds the
machine when stationary. The trucks are supplied with a
gradient meter, with flip-over protection and a Body Over
Centre of Gravity function, to assist drivers when tipping and
operating on rough terrain.
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The sloping rear chassis section evenly spreads the load
between the front and rear axles. The HA30A has a 16.8m3
heaped body capacity, that rises to 17.8m3 with a tailgate
fitted. The larger HA45A offers a 24.4m3 heaped capacity,
rising to 26.0m3 with a tailgate. Both dump bodies can be
optionally heated by the engine exhaust gases, to prevent
freezing and sticking of materials when operating in colder
temperatures. Internal wear plates are available as an option
for hard rock use.
Proven Powertrain
Hyundai has employed powerful EU Stage V-compliant Scania
diesel engines to power both trucks. The HA30A uses a fivecylinder, 9.3-litre, DC9 turbocharged diesel, developing 375hp
(276kW) and 1,876Nm of torque. The larger HA45A employs a
six-cylinder, 12.7-litre DC13 diesel engine, producing a
maximum 500hp (368kW) and 2,476Nm of torque.
Both engines drive through eight-speed ZF automatic
transmissions, with integrated retarders. The torque converter
has lock-up in all gears, reducing fuel consumption and
increasing efficiency. Fuel, AdBlue diesel engine exhaust fluid
and a standard auto-lube greasing system can all be easily
accessed from ground level, for improved site safety. The
engine canopy tilts forward for access to filters and fill points,
while the complete cab structure can also be tilted towards
the rear of the truck, to provide access for repair and
maintenance.
Hyundai’s Himate telematic monitoring system is standard,
with satellite and GSM connectivity, to reach the most
inaccessible construction and mining sites across the world.
This allows customers to remotely monitor productivity, fuel
consumption, system warning and maintenance status,
reducing unplanned downtime and improving fleet utilisation.
Comfort and Protection
With the most spacious ROPS/FOPS cab on the market, the
Hyundai ADT features an ergonomic layout to the controls,
which are easily reached from the high-quality air-suspended
operator’s seat. The specification includes an MP3 and
Bluetooth-compatible radio, USB charger, all-round safety rails
and a foot rest. There is plenty of storage around the cab
interior, with room for an optional cool/hot box and 12V
power sockets for operator phones and other accessories. Full
cab climate control is standard on both models and the cab
boasts an internal sound level of just 72dB(A), for
maximum comfort throughout the working day.

The sloping bonnet provides an excellent view to the front of
the truck and there are sliding side windows with hand rails to
the side of the seat. A comprehensive monitor panel provides
an integrated payload meter, to prevent overloading and to
record productivity. Diagnostic functions are included within
the monitoring system and the operator can remotely check
hydraulic and transmission oil levels from the cab. A gradient
meter ensures that the truck is driven safely within its limits,
while an integrated rear-view camera and large mirrors
provide excellent all-round visibility, when reversing under an
excavator or into the tipping area.
The Hyundai HA30A and HA45A articulated dump trucks
provide an ideal excavating partner for a wide range of
crawler excavators and wheeled loading shovels. Designed
primarily for major earthmoving and muckshifting projects,
highways construction and mine and quarry operations,
Hyundai’s articulated haulers provide maximum drive and
traction in the worst site conditions, maintaining all-year
round productivity for the customer.
The two ADTs are the first visible sign of the new cooperation
between Hyundai Construction Equipment Europe (HCEE) and
Hyundai Doosan Infracore (HDI), since the purchase of the
Doosan business last year by Hyundai Heavy Industries Group.
HCEE and HDI now operate as separate divisions within
Hyundai Genuine, maintaining their independent management
and dealer network structures.
Further technological integration will create natural synergies
between the two companies, in research and development,
design, engineering, procurement and manufacturing, boosting
profitability for the Group. The two companies will develop
integrated platforms for excavators and wheeled loaders,
while their individual sales power will be strengthened,
through the marketing of complementary equipment.
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Chepstow Plant International
invests in 1,000th Volvo
machine from SMT GB

John Corcoran Managing Director of Chepstow Plant International

The 1,000-machine milestone stems from a 20year relationship of open communication and
reciprocity to improve safety and environmental
standards for the entire industry.

CPIs 1000th Volvo machine at Hillhead 2022

In 2002, Chepstow Plant International placed its first package
order for 10 Volvo A25 articulated haulers. Two decades later,
the South Wales-based mineral and aggregates contractor
regularly orders more than 100 Volvo machines a year from
SMT GB and received its 1,000th unit to date – an L220H
wheeled loader with Volvo Co-Pilot – at the end of June 2022.
Before arriving at the Chepstow Plant yard in Caldicot,
Monmouthshire, the Volvo L220H took pride of place on the
SMT GB stand at Hillhead, featuring a special livery to
celebrate 20 years of partnership between the two companies.
“It’s a proud milestone for myself, the business, and our
Chairman, Eddie Hayward, that we can install that accolade as
a memory of all those transactions, all those livelihoods we’ve
positively affected in the industry, and the strategic presence
that we’ve developed alongside one of the biggest
manufacturing giants on the planet,” said John Corcoran,
Managing Director of Chepstow Plant International.
Shared ethos and values
What first attracted Chepstow Plant to Volvo was the
company’s shared ethos and commitment to making a positive
impact on the industry. The Volvo brand values of quality,
safety and environmental care chime perfectly with Chepstow
Plant’s mission to provide sustainable and practical solutions
for resource extraction in a zero-risk environment.
“It was that feeling of ‘these people think the same as us’,
which has made it easy to work alongside Volvo and SMT GB,”
Corcoran said.
Longer term, open communication and close collaboration
have been key to maintaining the relationship.
“The communication flow is always an open door. Best
practice sharing, supportive behaviour and, as I got to
understand the Volvo business more, I realised that the simple
values of understanding the industry and reciprocation of
standards were the key ingredients to a sustainable
relationship” he continued.
Transforming hauler safety
In particular, Volvo and Chepstow Plant’s close collaboration
has helped standardise inclinometers on articulated haulers in
the UK, transforming both operator and site safety.
“The industry, historically, was suffering a lot of ADT turnovers.
Volvo listened to us and our strategic clients and didn’t
hesitate in investing and bringing that forward. Now, pretty
much wherever you buy a truck from in the UK, it’s fitted with
an inclinometer,” Corcoran explained.
Beyond the addition of this product feature, Volvo and
Chepstow Plant developed training programmes together to
instil safe behavioural practice.
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“A feature of innovation is only as good as the end user who
puts it to work, so we continually train and develop operators
to use the inclinometer to stay in line with excavation and tip
rules and make sure ramps and cambers are safe before even
going to work. Small features like this can make significant
progress in behavioural safety as long as the companies using
them take full advantage of them,” he said.
Low emissions and high uptime
Volvo and SMT GB are also supporting Chepstow Plant’s
decarbonisation programme. By the end of 2022, more than
90% of the contractor’s fleet will be operating with Stage 5
engines, helping to reduce CO2 emissions. In addition,
Chepstow Plant is using Volvo CareTrack telematics data to
manage and reduce fuel consumption from both an
environmental and cost perspective.
As for uptime, all Volvo machines in the Chepstow Plant fleet
are covered by SMT GB’s Customer Service Agreements,
providing peace of mind and ensuring each unit is ready to
work when needed.
“SMT GB delivers a consistent and high standard of service.
They’ll, wherever possible, get a part to us overnight, but
that’s not special treatment for us. I think it’s in the mantra of
the business for all customers,” Corcoran said.
The personal touch
In every interaction with Volvo and SMT GB, Chepstow Plant
appreciates the personal touch.
“I’m familiar with everyone at SMT, from SMT Group’s leaders
and the UK CEO to the regional team in South Wales. Each of
our departments at Chepstow Plant also has a solid
relationship with the relevant department at SMT GB –
whether that’s the maintenance, parts or technical and
warranty department. All those people know each other’s
names and communicate well,” Corcoran said.
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“There are always cheaper options out there, but the
personalised infrastructure support we get from SMT
GB and Volvo, along with the opportunity to be
involved in sensible and practical innovation, gives
us sustainable value against that day one cost
analysis versus efficiency and uptime to me, it’s
quite affordable and with that overarching
experience has significantly contributed to get us to
the accolade of 1,000 machines purchased,” he
added.
Concluding, Nick Allen, CEO of SMT GB, stated:
“1,000 machines is an incredible milestone, and we
are so grateful for Chepstow Plant’s support over
the years. Their honest feedback and willingness to
collaborate have challenged us to continuously
improve and develop solutions that have a
genuinely positive impact on the industry. We look
forward to continuing our partnership and finding
more ways to innovate together for greater safety
and sustainability in the years to come.”

A Volvo L220H wheel loader supplied by SMT
GB to Chepstow Plant International

A Volvo articulated hauler owned by Chepstow Plant International
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Innovation Core Theme
to Doosan Display at
Bauma 2022
Presenting new industry-leading machine and digital technologies…
Doosan is presenting an industry leading
display of new state-of-the-art machine and
digital technologies on the company’s Stand No
FM.711/1 at the heart of the Open-Air Area
Middle construction and mining machinery
section of the Bauma 2022 show. The Doosan
stand is centred around a dedicated Innovation
Centre and, under the theme of Powered by
Innovation, will present the latest developments
in the company’s leading edge Concept-X,
Xitecloud and DoosanCONNECT systems,
together with other unique products such as the
world’s first ‘Transparent Bucket’ and the new
DX225LC-7X, Doosan’s first ‘Smart’ Crawler
Excavator.
As well as the new DX225LC-7X, the array of products on the
Doosan stand will show the increasing expansion at both ends
of the product range for the first time at Bauma. At the top of
the range, these will include the new DX1000LC-7 100 tonne
crawler excavator, the award-winning DL580-7 wheel loader
and a brand new 4x4 version of the Doosan DA45-7
articulated dump truck (ADT). At the compact end of the
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Doosan range, the company’s new 2 to 5 tonne miniexcavators and new 10 tonne midi wheeled excavator will be
shown for the first time alongside the new Doosan range of
compact wheel loader models. Another Bauma exclusive will
be a preview of the first zero-emission mini-excavator from
Doosan, the DX20Z-E, due to be launched in 2023.
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Doosan Concept-X and XiteCloud Systems
Doosan will be demonstrating the latest version of Concept-X,
the world’s first unmanned automated and integrated control
solution introduced in 2019, for construction, quarrying and
mining sites. XiteCloud is the first stage in commercialising
Concept-X - it maximizes productivity by incorporating
complex 3D drone construction surveys and earthwork
calculations into a cloud platform, allowing them to be
completed in just one to two days.
Next Generation DoosanCONNECT App
Doosan is demonstrating the company’s DoosanCONNECTTM
TMS fleet and asset management system at Bauma.
DoosanCONNECT is a mobile application available for both
Apple and Android devices that now offers customers a new
all-in-one management system for Doosan construction
equipment.
The latest upgrade to the DoosanCONNECT App introduces
additional services and expanded overall functionality,
allowing the App to manage all processes from operation and
maintenance to parts purchase through this one platform. The
system is designed to increase productivity and efficiency at
construction sites by reducing equipment management time
and effort compared to offline and other solutions.
The World’s First ‘Transparent Bucket’ System
Doosan’s industry unique ‘Transparent Bucket’ safety system
will be at Bauma for the first time. The Transparent Bucket is
the first safety system of its type to provide a solution to
prevent the danger of blind spots in front of the buckets of
wheel loaders.
The DX225LC-7X - Doosan‘s First ‘Smart‘
Excavator
Being shown for the first time in the world at Bauma, the new
DX225LC-7X - Doosan’s first ‘Smart’ crawler excavator is
designed to help operators work faster and more efficiently. To
facilitate this, the DX225LC-7X offers a number of exciting
new features as standard, including Full Electric Hydraulic

(FEH) technology. As well as the FEH system, other standard
features of the DX225LC-7X include integrated 2D machine
guidance and machine control systems, as well as an E-Fence
Virtual Wall.
DX1000LC-7 - The Largest Ever Excavator from
Doosan
At Bauma, Doosan is premiering the new DX1000LC-7 Stage V
compliant 100 tonne crawler excavator, the largest excavator
model ever manufactured by the company. Driven by the most
powerful engine in the 100 tonne class, the DX1000LC-7 also
has the highest hydraulic flow for this size of machine,
providing best-in-class performance, with higher productivity,
lower fuel consumption and smoother controls.
Brand New ADT Concept from Doosan
Another world premiere for Doosan at Bauma is the
company’s first 4x4 ADT. The new 4x4 version of the DA45-7
ADT is intended to challenge rigid dump trucks in the 40-tonne
class. With its 4x4 design, the new version of the DA45-7 is
better at handling bad roads, smoother driving surfaces and
steeper terrain than rigid dump trucks. The DA45-7 4x4 ADT
also has a better turning radius than comparable rigid trucks.
Next Generation Doosan Compact Excavators
Bauma provides a first look at selected models from Doosan’s
next generation mini-excavators and a new midi wheeled
excavator. The new DX27Z-7 2.8 tonne, DX35Z-7 3.9 tonne,
DX50Z-7 5.4 tonne and DX55R-7 5.7 tonne Stage V compliant
mini-excavators are all ideal for confined space work. Also
featuring a new look design, the DX100W-7 10 tonne midi
wheeled excavator from Doosan will be on show at Bauma.
New Compact Wheel Loaders
Also featured on the Bauma stand, Doosan will be premiering
five new compact wheel loader models, the DL60-7, DL65-7,
DL80-7, DL85-7 and DL80TL-7, with operating weights from
3500 to 5000 kg.
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Distinctive Collins Fleet
continues to grow
courtesy of Agg Pro
Collins Earthworks Ltd has been managing
earthmoving projects for over 20 years. Based in
the midlands, they provide a fast, flexible,
reliable and professional service nationwide.
They have a long running success of meeting the demands of
customers from consultation to construction. This is in no small
part down to the investment in their fleet of crushing and
screening machinery.
David Collins, Managing Director at Collins said “Maximising
productivity and efficiency is paramount in order for us to
meet our customers deadlines, this means we only invest in
the best machinery on the market.
“GIPO and McCloskey are industry leaders and need no
introduction. Combine this with the technical expertise Agg Pro
give us and it was always going to be a winning partnership.
“We have built an excellent relationship with Agg Pro over the
years and they have always gone over and above to meet our
requirements.
“We’ve recently had a GIPOREC R131 FDR GIGA, J40 and
J50v2 amongst others. All of which were fully branded in our
‘Collins blue’, a livery that is getting to be our trademark. This
simply wouldn’t be possible without the flexible and ‘customer
first’ approach of both McCloskey and Agg Pro.
“I certainly wouldn’t hesitate in recommending Agg Pro to
anybody in the industry.”
In early 2016 Collins Demolition was formed to offer Collins
customers a bespoke demolition solution with the scope to
undertake any nature of pre-construction/development
enabling works.
The company continues to grow year on year and are full
members of the NFDC. They have again recently extended their
fleet of machinery and have access to a range of dedicated
demolition D-Rig equipment that enables them to offer a
significantly improved level of quality and reduced programme
times for their clients.
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GIPOREC R131 FDR GIGA Impact Crusher going to work
in the distinctive ‘Collins blue’ livery
We caught up with Scott Craddock, the Director of Collins
Demolition to get his take on the Agg Pro Collins
relationship; “Agg Pro had always been on our radar,
historically we used a competitor’s equipment but
struggled getting parts and spares.
“Since we’ve moved to GIPO and McCloskey machines
we’ve not looked back. The strength and performance are
undeniable and with Agg Pro sourcing parts and spares is
no longer an issue.
“Their can-do attitude to anything we throw at them is a
real asset for us.”

Quarrying
To date, Agg Pro and Collins have worked together in the
successful install of various machines, including a GIPOREC
R131 FDR GIGA impact crusher, four J45 jaw crushers, a J50
jaw crusher, S130 and R155 screeners and four TS4080
stackers.
Geoff Caves, Managing Director at Agg Pro had his say on the
relationship with Collins, “It’s great to work with a company
like Collins who share that same passion for customer service.
Their ethos, like ours is to ensure downtime is kept at an
absolute minimum for customers and therefore productivity
and ultimately profitability thrives.
“We are delighted to be a part of delivering this distinctive
range of bespoke branded equipment. Collins do a fantastic job
for their clients and now have a fleet of crushing and screening
equipment with a brand identity to be proud of.
“From all of us at Agg-Pro we would like to thank David and
Scott for their custom over the years and for repeatedly putting
their trust in us.”

A Collins branded McCloskey R155 making short work of
processing aggregates

Agg Pro awarded exclusive distribution
rights for Tesab range
See page 19

www.collinsdemolition.co.uk/contact
Find out more
www.collinsdemolition.co.uk/what-we-do/
www.collinsearthworks.co.uk/contact
Find out more
www.collinsearthworks.co.uk/what-we-do/
01623 750002

Our friendly team are on hand to
discuss your specific requirements and
recommend the perfect solution to drive
efficiencies in your operations.
01827 280139
sales@agg-pro.com
Find out more about Agg Pro
www.agg-pro.com
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Reversible secondary
conveyor belt cleaners:
Carryback solution delivers easy maintenance
The global leader in bulk material handling
technologies and training has announced the
availability of two rugged secondary conveyor
belt cleaners, both engineered for fast and easy
maintenance. The innovative design of the
DT2S and DT2H reversible cleaners
from Martin Engineering reduces
system downtime and labor for
cleanup or service, while
helping to prolong the service
life of other conveyor
components.

The Martin DT2H Reversing Cleaner XHD
is designed for heavy duty applications.
Copyright © 2022 Martin Engineering

Featuring a unique split-track blade cartridge that slides in and
out on a stainless steel mandrel, the cleaners can be serviced
or replaced without stopping the belt when on-site safety
approvals are in place. “Even when the cleaner is encrusted
with material,” said Dave Mueller, Conveyor Products Manager
for Martin Engineering, “one-half of the split frame can be
removed so the cartridge can be changed in just five minutes.
This allows users to have a spare cartridge on hand and
quickly change it out when the blades need replacement. Then
they can take the used cartridge back to the shop, clean it up
and change the blades so it’s ready for the next service.”
These secondary cleaners serve a wide variety of applications,
ranging from mining, material processing and quarrying to
cement production, food processing and other bulk material
handling operations. Both products significantly reduce
material carryback, and they’re engineered to accommodate
reversing conveyors to avoid damage to the belt or splicing.
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DT2 cartridge changes can be completed in just five minutes.
Copyright © 2022 Martin Engineering

With steel blades and tungsten carbide tips set into a flexible
base, the DT2 cleaners offer simple, effective solutions that can
solve a number of carryback-related problems.
Martin DT2H Reversing Cleaner XHD
Designed for particularly demanding conditions, the DT2H
Reversing Cleaner XHD is suited for heavy material loads on
belts ranging from 18 to 96 in (400 to 2400 mm) wide that
operate at speeds up to 1200 fpm (6.1 m/sec). Carryback
accumulations along the return run of the conveyor can occur
when the cleaning systems on a conveyor fail to remove most
of the material that adheres to the belt after unloading its
cargo. Increased buildup results in unnecessary labor costs for
cleanup, and can lead to premature failure of conveyor
components if left unchecked.

Quarrying

At PVDC, Martin Engineering replaced primary and secondary belt cleaners at 16 discharge points.

Copyright © 2022 Martin Engineering

with vulcanized splices. Mueller pointed out that this is
primarily due to the difference in applications: “The DT2S has a
slim frame that allows it to fit in spaces as narrow as 7 in (178
mm). As a result, the DT2S can be attached to belts that may
be too small for primary cleaners.”
Both of the DT2 cleaners can be used in medium to heavy duty
environments, providing a lasting solution to a diverse array of
complex problems that are caused by carryback and
minimizing fugitive material.
Case Study

The slide-in/slide-out mandrel allows quick and
easy maintenance that minimizes conveyor downtime.
Copyright © 2022 Martin Engineering

“Carryback can have an extremely sticky texture and abrasive
nature, which can muck up conveyor components and
contribute to premature failure,” Mueller explained. “One key
to the success of these cleaners is the blade’s negative rake
angle (less than 90 degrees). With a negative angle, you get a
‘scraping’ action that mitigates potential belt damage, while
delivering outstanding cleaning performance,” he said.

An example of the cleaners’ performance can be found at the
Pueblo Viejo Dominicana Corporation (PVDC) mine in the
province of Sanchez Ramirez, about 55 miles (89 kilometers)
northwest of the city of Santo Domingo in the Dominican
Republic. Operators were experiencing excessive carryback
and dust on its conveyor system, resulting in expensive
equipment failures, unscheduled downtime and increased
maintenance. Production is 365 days a year, but between April
and October moisture can cause cohesion in fine clay particles,
causing the cargo to become sticky. The substance had the
consistency of thick toothpaste, which was also able to adhere
small chunks of aggregate to the belt, causing destructive
carryback that damaged pulleys and headers.

Martin DT2S Reversing Cleaner

In just two weeks, Martin Engineering technicians replaced the
existing belt scrapers at 16 locations with Martin QC1 Cleaner
XHD primary cleaners fitted with low-adhesion urethane
blades specifically designed for tacky material loads, along
with DT2H secondary cleaners. The secondary cleaner blades
can endure hot summer temperatures, high moisture content
and constant production schedules.

Like its larger counterpart, the Martin DT2S reversing cleaner
can be installed on belts ranging from 18 to 96 in (400 to
4800 mm) wide. But unlike the DT2H, the DT2S is designed for
a lower maximum belt speed of 900 fpm (4.6 m/sec) on belts

Following the upgrades, operations are now cleaner, safer and
more productive, giving executives and stakeholders more
confidence in the sustained operation of the mine, which is
projected to be profitable for the next 25 years or more.
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1 Optimised plate shape
2 Calibrated pin and bushing holes

A Premium Chain Solution
n
for High Demand Drives
A new Chain for the UK market oﬀering a premium solution with
h
three times the performance for wear resistance, fatigue resistance
and high speed per formance of comparable Roller Chain.
Designed with unique pin coating, optimised plate geometry and high
h
precision stamping, the X³ Roller Chain delivers signiﬁcantly reduced
d
maintenance downtime and longer service life.

Available from Approved Produc
o
t Partners and Stockists.

3 High press ﬁt to guarant
a ee maximum
fatigue strength
4 Special heat treatmentt and surfacecoated pins give exceptional wear life
5 Seamless bushings & rollers
throughout
6 High performance
pre-lubrication

Te
el: 01902 8
866200
donghua.co.uk/X3
3-chain
We only have one standard. The Best.
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Crushing It - With
Rubble Master and
Red Knight 6 Ltd
Austrian based Rubble Master are leading the
impact crushing world with their range of RM
crushers, available from UK distributor Red
Knight 6 Ltd. The range is led by the RM120X,
delivering maximum efficiency and simplicity
for use on a wide range of applications.
The RM120X features a range of solutions to make the life of
the operator easier and safer, whilst also delivering cost
benefits back to the business through intelligent management
of the machine, based on the amount and type of material
being crushed.
The RM Operations Assist and RM GO! SMART functions
enable the operator to keep track of the machines
performance from the excavator cab, with live updates on
engine performance, fuel consumption and machines
performance all clearly visible via a lighting system on the
outside of the machine.
“The Rubble Master impact crushers are industry leading for a
reason. Built to the most exacting standards, we’ve sold over
130 machines into the market in the last 5 years and those
customers know they can trust the RM range to get the job
done. The RM120X is the next evolution in the range. The
largest of the impact crushers it also offers simplicity of use,
maximum efficiency and safety for the operator via the
Operations Assist,” said Paul Donnelly, Managing Director of
Red Knight 6 Ltd.
The Rubble Master range are highly mobile, versatile and
powerful machines are ideal for crushing natural rock (riverbed
material, basalt, limestone, gypsum, granite) and for recycling
rubble, asphalt, concrete, glass and production waste. >
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RK6 offers five Rubble Master products in the UK, starting with
the hook lift, 12 tonne RM60, through to the recently available
42 tonne RM 120GO! All the machines in the range are highly
mobile, easy to transport and have low running costs due to
the hybrid electric hydraulic design. Rubble Master have for
many years not only led the market in impact crushing, but
also in the development of full hybrid machines. It has been a
cornerstone of their success, ensuring that customers achieve
the maximum cost savings, whilst delivering the greatest
flexibility on the type of material being produced.

RK6 has also recently conducted a demonstration of the RM
V550GO! crusher that combines the technology of a cone
crusher and a vertical shaft impactor. This allows for fantastic
crushing efficiency and effectively turns the RM V550GO! into
a mobile sand and grit mill. Given the superior crushing
capability of even large feed material an intermediate crushing
stage can often be avoided in the production of sand and grit.

Model

Output (depending
on material

Inlet opening

Weight

RM 60

Up to 80 tph

640 x 550 mm

12,000 kg available with CS system

RM 70GO! 2.0

Up to 150 tph

760 x 600 mm

19,500 kg OS and recirculating
system available

RM 90GO!

Up to 200 tph

860 x 650 mm

23,600 kg
Screenbox and recirculating
system and CS available

RM 100GO!

Up to 250 tph

950 x 700 mm

29,000 kg
Screenbox and recirculating
system and CS available

RM 120GO!

Up to 350 tph

1,160 x 820 mm

35,120 kg
Screenbox and recirculating
system and CS available

RM V550GO!

Up to 200 tph

950 x 480mm

33,000 kg
Screenbox and recirculating
system and CS available

For more information visit – www.redknight6.co.uk or email sales@redknight6.co.uk
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Waterless Wheel
Cleaning
g System

Advertisers Index
Wash
is a Dirty
Word!

The DriveOn V-Tech Dr y Wheel Cleaning
System from EcoGreen Plant Hire Ltd
• No water to provide, waste or dispose of
• No water course contamination, or freezin
ng or icing
• No
N power required and no emissions
• No extra kit to hire – no pumps, generators, bowsers, lances etc
• No supervision required, and no breakdowns
• Reduces road sweeper hire, because it doesn’t make more mud!
• Up to 60% less surface area than other dry types

w w w.ecogreenplanthire.co.uk
080 0 130 3437

|

info@ecogreenplanthire.co.uk
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SHREDD
CRUSHH

SCREENN
Molson Green offer a single source supply option
to the recycling industry
Working with a range of high quality brandss,
Molson Green are in a unique position to off
ffer
the industry a complete range of mobile an
nd
static recycling equipment solutions.

Thanks to a fleet of over 80 fully equipt service
engineers covering England, Scotlan
nd and Wales,
we work with our customers to ensu
ure their machines
are working at optimum performancce in the most
demanding working environments.

FOR MORE INFORMAATION
T

molsongroup.co.uk/green
Molson Group Ltd, Smoke Lane, Avonmouth, Bristol BS11 0YA

01179 820
8 123
info@molso
ongroup.co.uk

